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The Collegian
Fake IDs
on the rise
around
campus

Since last year, the number
of fake IDs confiscated
from students has more
than doubled.
K HENRI GENDREAU | NEWS ASSISTANT

The Office of Campus Safety has reported nine incidents involving the confiscation of false forms of identification.
Last year there were four. Incidents include wallets found containing fake IDs,
students in possession of fake IDs and
minors trying to buy alcohol with false
identification.
“I think it’s more prevalent,” Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper said
about the number of fake IDs in circulation. “It isn’t just Kenyon. Most other
institutions are seeing a rise in false IDs.”
An analysis of crimes reported by
Safety revealed few changes to the number of alcohol-related incidents, like
squad runs or open container citations,
between 2011 and 2013, except in the
area of false IDs.
Two of the four incidents last year involved a found wallet. The other two involved underage students attempting to
purchase alcohol with a fake ID.
Between Jan. 13 and Jan. 20, 2013,
four separate fake ID incidents
page 5
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College chooses Middle Path Partnership
The new plan will
end months-long
outsourcing debate.

K ERIC GELLER
STAFF WRITER

Following several months
of discussion between Kenyon’s unionized maintenance
workers and the College administration, the College
has opted to move forward
with the workers’ proposal
for improving the maintenance department, known as
the Middle Path Partnership
(MPP). The decision was
announced in a news bulletin on March 28.
Director of Facility Operations Greg Widener said
the selection of the MPP
was the result of a recommendation from Chief Business Off icer Mark Kohlman.
“I think … he saw that this
team was able to pull together and put conf lict aside and
partner, as the name says, to
genuinely arrive at a solution
that would benef it the College, benef it the students
and benef it the future of Kenyon,” Widener said.
Members of the maintenance unions and representatives from the College administration will take part
in training sessions for the
High Performance Work

HENRI GENDREAU | COLLEGIAN

After months of negotiations, an alternative plan has been selected to manage maintenance instead of
last summer’s proposed partnership with the multinational corporation Sodexo.
Organization Partnerships
program on April 29. The
sessions, which will be held
at the International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers headquarters in Maryland, aim to
familiarize the maintenance
department’s
employees
with a collaborative program
that has not yet been applied
to higher education.
“That program is designed

to engage people down to
the staff level,” Widener
said. “It’s not just a group of
people, like the 10 of us that
form the MPP steering committee, so to speak — it’s not
just us running the maintenance program. It’s [about]
involving every staff member
and how they individually
have a voice in affecting the
control of how maintenance
is managed.”

“I think the [training sessions] that we’re going to [at]
the end of this month will
teach us to better communicate with each other,” said
Lori Moore, a member of the
International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace
Workers Local 2794, which
represents the custodians
and groundskeepers.
Robert Smith, president
page 3
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Kenyon admits diverse applicant pool for 2017
With 1,547 admitted students, Kenyon’s acceptance
rate is now 38 percent, up from 36 percent last year.
K LILI MARTINEZ
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Students in the admitted
class of 2017 are the most
diverse in Kenyon’s history,
according to data from the
Office of Admissions released this week. Out of a
pool of 4,057 total applications, 857 were “domestic
diversity” applications —
Asian-American, AfricanAmerican, Latino/a or Native American students. Just
under half, or 335, of those
students were admitted, an
all-time high for Kenyon.
“It’s one of the most diverse
classes, in every way, that I
have seen in my 10 years,”
said Dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid Jennifer
Delahunty.
Other numbers rose as

well for the admitted student pool. Average GPA
rose from 3.96 to 3.97 — the
all-time high, 3.99, came
with the class of 2015 —
and average SAT scores rose
from 2067 to 2069. The total
admit rate, which has been
rising in recent years from a
record low of 31 percent in
2008, also rose two percentage points, to 38 percent.
Delahunty
explained
that the rising admit rate
has more to do with a talented applicant pool than
with less selective admissions decisions. “We don’t
make it easy to apply to
Kenyon — we have a supplement,” Delahunty said.
“When Skidmore removed
their supplement, they had
a huge jump in applications.

So philosophically, you have
to ask the question, what’s
the better thing to do, remove the barrier and drive
up the application numbers
and reject more kids, or require them to do something
that will help you select better students for Kenyon?”
Delahunty said the
Common Application is
currently undergoing an
overhaul, and parts of Kenyon’s supplement could be
integrated — in a slightly
different way — into the
Common App, making the
Kenyon application easier
for students who might feel
the supplement is a barrier.
“In some ways we’re purists
— we believe that the supplement really matters, but
it is a barrier to some kids.

And so we’re considering
whether we really need the
supplement or not.”
The 63 international students in the admitted pool
hail from 28 countries. After increased outreach and
recruiting of students from
China, including sending
Associate Director of Admission and International
Recruitment Sonya Broeren
to China during each of the
past four years, Kenyon saw
a spike in Chinese applications this year; 100 students
applied.
Delahunty said the committee made an effort to
admit students from all
continents and not just focus on China, though. “We
could have admitted a lot
more Chinese students, but
we didn’t. We wanted to
get Africa, Europe, South
America, all of the conti-

nents represented. It was really fun,” Delahunty said.
This year’s applicant pool
contained the highest number of first-generation students in Kenyon’s history,
and represented a five-percent increase from last year.
First-generation students
are important in increasing
socioeconomic diversity on
campus — a facet of diversity that can be low at schools
like Kenyon, whose operating budgets depend heavily
on tuition. “Socioeconomic
diversity is a really important part of admissions and
of forming a class,” Delahunty said. “We’re very conscious of that.”
But numbers don’t tell
the whole story about this
class. “It’s about selecting
community members, kids
who are going to be a joy
to teach in the classroom,”

she said. “People tend to focus on the numbers because
they’re there, but the trustees trust us to craft a class
that will contribute to the
positive culture at Kenyon.”
Students have until May
1 to make a decision, and
many of them are weighing
Kenyon against comparable
liberal-arts schools or Ivy
League institutions. While
Delahunty says Kenyon’s 10
new full- and half-tuition
merit scholarships probably helped draw a strong
applicant pool, she couldn’t
speculate about whether this
increase in merit aid would
help the school’s yield — the
number of students who ultimately choose Kenyon.
Delahunty said she’s
counting on the Kenyon
community to help. “It really takes a village to enroll
a class,” she said.
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Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid Jennifer Delahunty on Diversity
The Collegian talked to Delahunty about the admitted class of 2017, which contains 63 international
students. Delahunty said international students can
rest easy knowing that need is not a consideration
in their admission. “I’m really happy to say that we
do not have to select students internationally who

can pay full freight,” she said. “That’s not what we
do at all. We take the same approach that we take to
crafting a domestic class; we want variety of geography, background, we want to make sure we have
students who are going to contribute in a multitude
of ways to the community.”

Rural by Design: program teaches about sustainability
K PHOEBE ROE
STAFF WRITER

Rural by Design began
around three years ago,
but its roots go back nearly
20 years to when Howard
Sacks, professor of sociology and director of the
Rural Life Center, and his
students began exploring
family farming in the Knox
County area. They quickly
realized that the notion of
a rural community was declining.
For Sacks, an event
such as Rural by Design
is a valuable opportunity for students and community members alike. “I
have always believed from
the time that I first arrived
here that there was great
value in linking Kenyon
College to the surrounding
rural community,” Sacks
said. Sacks believes that
through its events, Rural
by Design will teach its
audience about rural life
and sustainability, and ultimately will lead to a more
educated group of people
who can take these ideas
into the real world. “This

is the sort of big presentation that is trying to generate a big discussion, not
only at Kenyon but in Knox
County and central Ohio,
about rural sustainability,”
he said.
In the past few years, the
College has made a concerted effort to go green,
Sustainability Director Everett Neal explained, “It’s
not about saving money;
I think it’s about being a
good steward of our environment. Saving money
happens when you’re sustainable, but the real focus
is just being a good steward of our environment and
just doing the right thing.”
Kenyon’s efforts range
from 11,000 new energyefficient light bulbs to lowflow fixtures and a sustainable food initiative, which
began five years ago. Because Kenyon is surrounded by a rural community,
the school makes every effort to buy from local farmers, giving the farmers a
reliable source of income
and providing students
with safe, fresh and local

food. Kenyon also has its
own farmhouse that houses
students at a reduced cost
in exchange for their farming labor.
Aaron Naves ’16, who
will be living at the farmhouse next year and who
has been immersed in the
ideals of farming since he
was eight years old, believes
the farmhouse has potential to expand on Kenyon’s
already impressive sustainability efforts. “We’re only
in the preliminary steps
so far, but we’re planning
what we want to do for next
year,” said Naves. Students
living at the farmhouse will
be growing food not only
for themselves but for the
general student body, an
excellent way for Kenyon
to make its local food initiative even more local.
Eli Redfern ’16, a People Endorsing Agrarian
Sustainability member and
another future farmhouse
occupant, believes the
green trend is here to stay.
“There’s a need for things
to change and we’ll either
suffer and perish as a so-

Village Record

COURTESY OF BECCA KATZMAN

The week of environmentally-centered events highlighted local, sustainable communities.
ciety or we’ll learn how to
fix things,” Redfern said.
Sacks agreed, saying, “I
don’t think this is an issue
that is going to go away nationally or globally. It’s an
increasing debate. This is
part of a national dialogue.”
So what’s next for Kenyon’s sustainability efforts? Students will notice
the huge new exhibit in the
center of Gund Commons
Ballroom that explains
where our food comes

portance of sustainability.
“When we educate students about sustainability
at Kenyon we are educating them to think about
this as an issue — as part
of their lives in the broadest liberal arts sense,” Sacks
said. “Then they carry it
with them and that’s what
it takes to have a sustainable world.”
For more information
on Rural by Design, visit
rurallife.kenyon.edu.

Student Council

March 27 – April 3
March 27, 10:04 a.m. — Students in Mather Residence Hall refused to evacuate the
building during a fire drill.
March 27, 1:15 p.m. — Custodian reported increased damage to a wall in the upper level
of Weaver Cottage.
March 27, 9:52 p.m. — During fire drill, student residence had a heavy smell indicating
illegal substance use in Hanna Residence Hall.
March 29, 12:11 a.m. — Lost wallet belonging to student turned in. False ID found
when looking for contact information.
March 29, 11:39 p.m. — Student(s) reported white male in his early 30s made unwelcome attempts to speak with them.
March 30, 2:59 a.m. — Students reported damage to vending machines and overturned
tables and chairs at Gund Residence Hall.
March 30, 5:20 a.m. — Damage found to multi-paned window at Peirce Hall.
March 30, 5:53 a.m. — Damage found to exit sign on the fourth floor of Old Kenyon
Residence Hall.
March 30, 2:29 p.m. — Underage student found to be in possession of and consuming
alcohol at McBride Field.
March 30, 10:34 p.m. — Student caused damage to wooden bench at Weaver Cottage.
March 31, 12:37 a.m. — Student at a North Campus Apartment cited for underage
consumption by the Knox County Sheriff’s Office.
March 31, 1:14 a.m. — Intoxicated student at Acland Apartments assisted by Safety
officer(s).
March 31, 2:06 a.m. — Intoxicated student found sleeping outside Manning Residence
Hall. Safety officer(s) responded for wellness check.
March 31, 2:27 a.m. — Intoxicated student at Gund Residence Hall. Safety officer(s)
responded for wellness check.
March 31, 2:28 a.m. — Student reported loss of personal item(s) during a party at Weaver Cottage.
March 31, 8:49 p.m. — Damage found to main entrance door at Gund Residence Hall.
March 31, 10:08 p.m. — Damage found to cellar door at the Health Center.
April 1, 9:36 a.m. — Student fainted after cutting thumb at the Horvitz Studio Art
Building. Safety officer(s) responded and transported the student to Health Services for assessment.
April 1, 1:37 p.m. — Student reported loss of personal items during a party at Weaver
Cottage.

from. Soon, kiosks and
tablets will appear around
campus to educate students
about sustainability efforts
at Kenyon. New housing
initiatives also aim to make
Kenyon buildings as sustainable as possible. “We’re
focusing on all aspects,
from the new buildings we
built, to restoring the older
ones,” Neal said.
Rural by Design is just
one step in Kenyon’s plan
to teach students the im-

Sunday, March 31
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Affairs has developed a system to fast-track Academic Infraction
Board hearings and will pilot it soon.
Academic Affairs plans to continue the conversation it has been having with
Senate about student-faculty relationships with the trustees.
Senate discussed how they could better facilitate student-faculty relationships and how to best balance these in terms of personal versus academic
relationships.
Greek Council elections will occur soon. Pledging ends April 12.
The theme of Greek Week is “Game of Thrones.”
Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman reported wanting to adopt the Middle Path Partnership Plan with Maintenance.
The Housing and Dining Committee approved the following groups for
theme housing: Kenyon College Outdoors Club, BE: Christian Fellowship,
Stage Femmes, Kappa Sigma Alpha, Kenyon Bike Co-op, Hillel House,
PEAS/ECO, Peer Counselors, International Culture House, KAC Heads
and Buddhist House. The approval for the Buddhist House has since been
rescinded as some of the members of the house dropped out.
The Housing and Dining Committee denied these groups for themed
housing: Studio House (by the Kokosingers), Wellness Theme Housing and
the Cooking Club. Wellness will keep its division housing but will not receive an additional themed house.
The Housing and Dining Committee will submit a proposal to change extendo, and needs a 50 percent approval on the survey in order to change the
dining hours.
Student Council election results were released Monday.
The Senior Council was divided on whether to serve the beer Milwaukee’s
Best during Senior Week.
Sophomores are selling bro-tanks that say “Kamp Kenyon” on the front and
“Kicking it since 1824” on the back.
First Year Council will possibly place another order of first-year sweatshirts,
in addition to hosting a bonfire tonight (Thursday). They will continue developing a recycling initiative.
Student Council hopes to discuss with the Board of Trustees how students
and Student Council will relate to the new president. They hope to also discuss raising staff salaries.
—G
 race Hitzeman
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Despite changes, more students to study abroad next year
Contrary to expectation, changes to the study abroad
pay scheme did not affect applications.
K TIM KOTOWSKI

STAFF WRITER

Last
fall
Kenyon’s Board of Trustees approved signif icant
changes approved by the
Board of Trustees to the
study abroad program.
Most of the changes, like
allowing students to bypass a language requirement if they can articulate how the experience
f its into their overall
academic trajectory, enjoyed widespread support. But a change to the
Home School Tuition
policy has proven more
divisive.
Under the old policy,
students who wanted to
study abroad had to pay
only for the cost of their
program and an $1,800
study abroad fee to keep
their place at Kenyon.
Under Home School
Tuition, however, students pay normal Kenyon
tuition, which the College then uses to cover
program fees. Students

receiving f inancial aid
still receive their full aid
packages.
The change, said Provost Nayef Samhat, was
implemented
because
“there are a signif icant
set of administrative
costs that go into running what I think is an
outstanding off-campus
studies program, and so
one has to f ind a way to
help support those resources.”
In op-eds published
in November by the Collegian Asha McAllister
’15 and Joe Walsh ’15,
debated whether the
change would affect the
number of students who
elected to study abroad.
McAllister
claimed
that it would make little
difference,
since
full-tuition
students
are paying full price for
“seven semesters as opposed to eight, which is
a little like the difference between ta-MAYto and ta-MAH-to.”

Walsh disagreed, saying students will now be
paying “more than their
program is worth,” predicting that the change
“is going to discourage
students from [studying
abroad] if the bill gets
too high.”
Students weren’t the
only ones concerned that
Home School Tuition
might decrease the number of students participating in study abroad.
“That was something
we were worried about
too,” said Marne Ausec,
director of the Center
for Global Engagement,
which runs Kenyon’s
study abroad program.
But until recently, there
was little hard evidence
to support either side.
The completion of
this year’s study abroad
application process has
revealed some limited answers. According
to numbers compiled
by Patti Maiorino, the
Center for Global En-

gagement’s
operations
manager, the number
of students expected
to study abroad has remained essentially unchanged, rising slightly
from 232 in the 201213 school year to 237 for
the 2013-14 school year.
More students are electing to spend a full year
abroad, increasing to 34
from last year’s 25.
The year-long Kenyon-Exeter Program, like
other Kenyon-sponsored
study abroad programs,
has always matched Kenyon’s tuition. Next year,
a record 24 students will
embark on the program,
up from the usual range
of eight to 18.
Ausec said the tuition
change might not have
caused the increased interest. She cited a wellattended talk by Professor of English Sergei
Lobanov-Rostovsky, the
Exeter program’s director, held at the beginning
of the year as a possible
factor in the program’s
success.
“If I were paying

“

If I were paying Kenyon tuition, room
and board for my study abroad program,
and I were an English major ... I’d choose
the Exeter program, which is [a] great
value for your money.

Marne Ausec, Director of the Center for Global Engagment

Kenyon tuition, room
and board for my study
abroad program, and I
were an English major
… I’d choose the Exeter program, which is
[a] great value for your
money,” Ausec said.
In addition to a higher number of students
electing to study abroad
for longer, Ausec also
said, “I think the quality of applications is a
lot better. We’ve had extremely high GPAs this
year.”
Students need a minimum 2.5 GPA to study
abroad. On the other
hand, she noted that the
number of students who
had to rewrite their essays doubled, from 40 to
80. “We had some real
issues with students answering the question,”

she said.
Nevertheless, Ausec
said she is still unwilling
to draw any def inite conclusions about the effects
of Home School Tuition
on students studying
abroad. Ausec said that
the most “telling piece”
of the puzzle, the program’s attrition, or drop
rate, isn’t available yet.
“We won’t know that
until January, February,
by the time next year’s
students are actually on
their programs,” she said.
In the meantime, Ausec is looking forward
to focusing on less contentious issues, such as
attracting more science
majors and what she calls
“a really interesting concept” — letting secondsemester
sophomores
study abroad.

New plan will improve maintenance Changes made to
housing lottery
continued from page 1

Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers of
America Local 712,
which represents Kenyon’s trades workers,
said that the late April
training sessions will
serve as a forum for
management and labor
representatives to draw
up a more formal set of
guidelines and expectations for the next four
years. “The way I understand it [is that] we
will come up with an
agreement … of how we
want this partnership to
work,” Smith said.
As part of the decision that was announced
last week, both unions
have agreed to give up
a pay increase that was
scheduled to take effect
at the beginning of the
2013-14 f iscal year. Linda Beck, the president
of Local 2794, said the
process of voting on the
wage increase forfeiture
was diff icult, but ultimately produced nearunanimous agreement.
“No one wants to give
up money,” she said.
“But they agreed to that
to save their job and still
be Kenyon employees.”
Smith echoed these
comments with regard
to the trades workers
union. “The f irst couple

of times we discussed
it, I can’t say everybody
was on board with it,”
he said. He added, however, “Everybody felt
it was important … to
show we’re serious, to
put our best foot forward.”
The MPP plan will
also involve modernizing the work order system that the maintenance department uses
to collect, distribute and
track projects. Maintenance requests previously f lowed through
the department’s work
order clerk, but the new
system, which will run
on computerized maintenance
management
software (CMMS) from
TMA Systems LLC,
will replace that “funnel” approach with a
more distributed process.
“Managers will touch
and handle the work orders and data and be using the computers more
to track and look at what
staff are doing,” Widener said. “Staff themselves will ultimately be
able to look at their own
work, which they currently don’t do, and see
what their status is.”
In addition to improving the process of
assigning and monitoring work orders, the

CMMS will also help
maintenance employees
prioritize the most important parts of their
workloads. “As managers help that process occur, that person’s going
to learn to manage their
own time better, and in
turn respond to the customer,” Widener said.
Right now, Smith
said, “you have to literally work through paper
copies [of work orders].
Once we get the new
computerized system in
place, a person will be
able to go to a computer and pull them all up.
… I think it’s going to
be good for the College
and good for us.”
Widener said that
communication was essential in improving
relations between management and labor. He
cited the selection of
Kenyon’s new president as an example of
an event that caught
some people on campus
off-guard because they
hadn’t been following
the process.
“There were opportunities for them to
understand,” Widener
said, referring to the
presidential
selection
process. Similarly, he
said, there will be opportunities for maintenance workers to follow

the ongoing process of
evaluating and improving their department.
As discussions about
the future of the maintenance
department
continue, a “steering
committee” of 10 people
has been holding meetings in the maintenance
department’s facility at
the south end of campus. Representing the
unions on the committee
are Smith, Beck, Moore,
Bob Wilson, Dave Kuninger and Paula Morrison.
Widener, along with
Manager of Building
Maintenance
Trades
Mike
Itschner
and
Manager of Facility
Services Gary Sweeney,
represent management.
The committee’s conference room now contains
a bulletin board with
meeting minutes, and
Widener said that anyone who is interested in
tracking the process can
walk into the conference
room and read through
the documents.
Minutes from four
meetings held last month
are already pinned to
the board. “That board’s
a good size for a reason,”
Widener said as he gestured toward it. “It will
f ill up. We will f ill that
board within the next
few weeks.”

K LAUREN TOOLE
NEWS EDITOR

This year, groups applying for theme and division housing will have
to attend the housing lottery on Saturday, April 13
rather than having their
housing determined before the lottery. According to Alicia Dugas, assistant dean of students
and first-year dean, the
change gives theme and
division housing applicants more time to solidify their memberships
and finalize their housing
decisions.
In the past, those who
were slotted to live in division housing had a separate lottery that took place
three weeks before the
housing lottery. Groups
would bring all of their
members, sign contracts
and pick their spaces. No
lottery number would be
assigned, and they would
skip the lottery on Saturday altogether.
Since the division
housing
lottery
took
place three weeks earlier, groups often did not
know exactly how many
members would remain in
their group.
“Some of them were
going through pledging,
and their memberships

were really questionable,” said Dugas. “We
might have somebody
who signed up and then
decided not to go and vice
versa.”
“A lot of these groups
said they could use more
time,” she said.
The theme housing lottery will operate much the
same way. Before, theme
groups came on a separate
night to sign up for their
housing accommodations.
Applications were typically due before the end
of January. The application deadline this year
was pushed to right before spring break to give
groups more time to figure out their plans.
“It was just too early,” said Dugas. “People
weren’t really thinking
about housing yet, so we
pushed that back.”
The theme and division housing lottery
will take place after the
North Campus Apartment/Morgan Apartment
lottery at 10:30 a.m. on
Saturday. It will function as it has in the past
— groups will simply sign
up for their spaces as they
have before. The regular
housing lottery will begin
at 1:00 p.m. with rising
seniors.
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KENYON

RETWEETED

‘ON BEING ADMITTED’
@SR_CHIEFCHAFE12
Officially committed to play
college baseball. Plus I get to be
called a “Lord” for the next four
years, so that’s a plus! #Kenyon

@KNEEBONELIZ
Ya interview at Kenyon College
not nervous at all hahahahahaha
what is nervous #nervous

@DURHAMNATHAN
GAH 141 days until kenyon 3300
hours until kenyon 20400 minutes until kenyon @KenyonCollege

@KAMERYNALEXA
My dream is a tiny, beautiful
liberal arts college in the middle
of nowhere. Hey there @KenyonCollege
@STEVENSCARRIEM
So this campus is gorgeous #kenyoncollege

Relay

for

Life

“I Relay because my dad died of lung cancer when I
was 14. He was diagnosed when I was 13, and there
wasn’t really anything I could do to help,” said Hannah
Laub ’16, Luminaria committee chair for Kenyon’s sixth
annual Relay for Life. “Because it happened when I was
so young, I’ve always felt pretty isolated.”
Laub was one of hundreds
of students who gathered at the
Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC)
on Saturday, April 13, for an
18-hour remembrance of why
they Relay. In an unprecedented
fundraising effort, 37 teams and
444 participants raised $68,000
this year, surpassing the recordbreaking $47,000 collected in last
year’s Relay. The Committee’s
original goal — one they considered ambitious at the time — was
$50,000.
“I really don’t understand how
such a small community came together to raise so much money,”
said Laub. “I definitely had my
doubts that we would even reach
$50,000.”
Dr. Gordy Klatt founded
Relay in 1985, when he ran for
24 hours to raise funds for the
American Cancer Society. With
more members joining the run
each year, Relay has become a
worldwide event raising over $4
billion for cancer research. Relay
for Life at Kenyon was started in
2007 by Shawn Gulati and Kyle
Packer (both ’08), and it quickly
became an annual event.
Campus groups, from Greek
organizations to the biology de-

partment, actively fundraised for
Relay in the weeks leading up
this year’s event, selling baked
goods, pies-to-the-face and pancakes. The Relay for Life Committee, Archon Society and
Wonder Persons — the team that
comprised the larger Gambier
area — were Kenyon’s current
top fundraising teams, with over
$23,000 raised among the three
groups.
“There’s been really friendly
competition between the teams
to see who raises the most. …
Other fundraisers [should] take a
leaf out of Relay’s book. They’ve
been so successful, especially on
this campus,” said Lauren Amhrein ’13, co-leader of the Archon
Society Relay team.
Amrhein said her father’s involvement in cancer research
fundraising inspired her role in
Relay.
“My father, for his 50th birthday, chose to ride 100 miles in
the Pelotonia, and that made
me think, if he can do that, why
shouldn’t I?” Amrhein said.
The 2013 Relay Opening Ceremony began at KAC at 6:00
p.m., It was followed by the “Survivor’s Lap,” during which can-

COURTESY OF ALLY SCHMALING

Dr. Benjamin Locke spoke at the luminaria ceremony about his personal battle with cancer. After Locke spoke, members of the crowd rose and serenaded Locke with the “Kokosing Farewell.”
cer survivors took the first walk
around the track in recognition
of their battle against the disease.
Next came the Luminaria Ceremony, during which the KAC
went into a blackout lit only by
glow-sticks memorializing those
who have battled or continue to
battle cancer.
“Everyone would break their
glow-stick when I called out their
reason to Relay,” Laub said.
The Relay Committee chose
to take an unusual approach to
the Luminaria ceremony. After
Robert A. Oden Jr. Professor of
Music Benjamin Locke gave the
Luminaria speech, Laub held
him onstage as the Chamber
Singers sang him the Kokosing
Farewell.
“After I told my story of being
a cancer survivor, the people in
attendance — led by the Chamber Singers — all stood up and
sang ‘Kokosing Farewell’ to me,”
Locke said. “It was a total surprise and a marvelous gesture of
support.”
Laub said that her participa-

tion in the Relay for Life, especially the Luminaria Ceremony,
has shown her the community of
people affected by cancer that she
was unaware of before.
“I broke my own glow-stick
when I said, ‘For a parent,’ but
I wasn›t expecting so many others to break theirs,” Laub said.
“I suddenly heard tons of cracks,
and looked up to see many, many
little lights in the audience that
hadn›t been there before. I was
suddenly overwhelmed with feelings of comfort and support.”
“I think it is a powerful thing
to come together as a community
to raise money for a good cause,”
Locke said, “but it is even more
important to share our stories of
both survival and loss. I was honored to be a part of it.”
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Kenyon a top producer of Peace Corps volunteers
K MADELEINE THOMPSON

NEWS EDITOR

A recent rankings report by the Peace Corps
revealed that Kenyon
has the eighth highest
number of Peace Corps
volunteers among small
colleges and universities,
with 16. Tied with nine
other schools in the category, including Lewis
and Clark College and
Grinnell College, Kenyon had eight fewer volunteers than the leading
small institution, Gonzaga University. The
University of Washington topped the large colleges and universities
bracket with 107 volunteers.
“It’s in the nature of
the liberal arts that, the
best efforts of career
development notwithstanding, a lot of people
aren’t entirely sure what
they’re going to do [after
college],” said WriterIn-Residence P. F. Kluge
’64, who serves as the
advisor for the Collegian.
Kluge has written and
spoken extensively about
his time as a Peace Corps
volunteer in Saipan.
“I think the Peace
Corps applies to those
who ... are still wondering,” Kluge said. “And
if they take that sense
of wonder out into the
world, the Peace Corps
accommodates them.”
Kluge noted that
while he wanted to see
the world, Kenyon had

“

I do think our
curriculum has
something to do
with it, but I think
it’s the Kenyon experience taken in toll.

Scott Layson, Director of the
Career Development Office

accustomed him to “a
tight weave of life,” and
prepared him in that
way for the pace of life
in Saipan.
Peace Corps Public Affairs Coordinator
for the Midwest Region
Jessica Mayle has also
noticed trends in the
kinds of applicants and
volunteers that come
from small, liberal arts
schools.
“What we see from a
lot of generalists [students who come from
liberal arts backgrounds]
... is just a commitment
to making a difference,”
Mayle
said.
“That’s
something that they do
on their campuses and
they want to do it in a
bigger way.”
Others speculate that
Kenyon’s relative isolation draws students to
the Peace Corps’ promise of a far-f lung posting. “If you think about
it, Kenyon is literally up
on a hill in the middle
of nowhere,” said Director of the Career Development Office (CDO)
Scott Layson. “[Students] are really viewing [it] from an outside

COURTESY OF MARK KOHLMAN

One of many students who chose to join the Peace Corps after graduating, Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman taught
math and dug wells in Benin, West Africa for two years. Kenyon is among the top volunteer-producers of small colleges and
perspective, and I think
it gives them a different
viewpoint. I do think
our
curriculum
has
something to do with it,
but I think it’s the Kenyon experience taken in
toll.”
It is difficult for the
CDO to collect data analyzing how many students have been in the
Peace Corps, what their
majors were and other
statistics. “It’s one of the
weaknesses in terms of
data,” Layson said. “Everything is very self-report. So if [students and
former students] don’t

tell us, we don’t know.”
Peace Corps representatives typically visit
campus twice a year, but
occasionally return for
interviews or hold Skype
sessions.
“We have only a modicum of utilities that we
can use to advertise to
students, but I’m frequently stunned at students’ ability to ignore
that,” Layson said. “We
can’t get into classrooms
but we’ve been trying
to work with different
groups on campus ...
where there’s an opportunity to get the message

out.”
Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman was
assigned to teach math
with the Peace Corps
in Benin, West Africa,
where he also helped to
dig wells and build a library, and then stayed on
as a staff member after
his two years were up.
“It was an outstanding experience that kind
of directed what I wanted to do with the rest of
my life,” Kohlman said.
“Because you get such a
broad exposure to a lot
of different things, [Kenyon] gives you training

that fits well with the
Peace Corps experience.
You have to be able to
adapt to new challenges.”
Now in its 52nd year,
the Peace Corps has experienced fairly constant
growth in the number
of volunteers who apply
each year, which Mayle
expects will continue.
“I quickly became
skeptical of lots of
things” in the Peace
Corps, Kluge said. “But
I did care about the people I met overseas and
the places I discovered. I
sure don’t regret it.”

Student Council plans agenda for next trustee meeting
Student Council has decided upon several items to
discuss with the Board at their upcoming meeting.
K GRACE HITZEMAN
STAFF WRITER

Student Council members are readying to meet
with the Board of Trustees when the latter visit
campus from April 25 to
27 to discuss how students and Student Council will relate to the new
president, and how to to
keep staff salaries commensurate and competitive.
Senior Class Representative to Student
Council Jen Vihon ’13
said Kenyon has “extremely capable staff
members and extremely
caring staff members and
we want to make sure that
we keep them around Kenyon because we believe
they are central to Kenyon’s growth and to Kenyon’s culture,” she said.
“We don’t want to lose

these staff members to
other schools that offer
more competitive salaries.”
“The discussion of staff
salaries not only relates to
administrators; … it also
extends to maintenance,
it extends to safety, it extends to plenty of other
workers on campus,” Vihon said. “They should
absolutely be paid a salary
that respects the purpose
of their job.”
At their last meeting
in February, the trustees raised salaries by two
percent for non-faculty
and non-unionized employees.
Other students who
have been offered the
opportunity to meet
with the trustees include
Greek Council President
Andrew Tint ’13, Senior
Class President Ryan

Liegner ’13 and Kenny
Fedorko ’13. Fedorko attributes his invitation to
his role as a Community
Advisor (CA), his high
level of involvement on
campus and “greater understanding of this community.”
Tint said that invitees
tend to be Student Council leaders, prominent
CAs and “bright students.”
Many members of
Dean of Students Hank
Toutain’s advisory council are invited to meet
and speak with trustees.
Trustees are typically
“trying to get a better
handle on what’s going
on amongst the students”,
said Tint. “I think they
take in as much [of students’ opinions] as they
can,” he said.
Fedorko has discussed

top-down and bottomup issues with the trustees. Top-down issues are
those in which trustees
“want to check and see
if there’s a problem with
the community, so they
check with students,” said
Fedorko.
For example, the College’s deacon left a few
years ago and trustees
were concerned that he
left a spiritual hole on
campus. Bottom-up problems include issues with
communication: between
students and student
council, and students and
trustees.
During the presidential search, trustees asked
Tint what he would like
to see in the next president. In the meeting this
April, Tint anticipates
discussing the maintenance contracts with the
trustees.
Though most of the
student body is not actively involved in offering

“

The discussion of staff salaries not only
relates to administrators, ... it also extends
to maintenance, it extends to safety, it
extends to plenty of other workers on
campus.

Jen Vihon ’13, Senior Class Representative to Student
Council

suggestions or feedback
during official meetings, it is not uncommon for trustees to sit
and talk with students in
Peirce. Vihon spoke with
one trustee when he approached her and her Relay for Life co-chair in
Peirce. “He seemed receptive to our feedback
and truly excited to be
talking to real students,”
said Vihon.
Liegner said his impression of the trustees’
role is that they “are the
primary decision-maker
for large, college strategic
initiatives.”
He also believes that
they play an important
role in providing Student
Council with a “bird’s eye

view of the institution,
that we can better direct
our actions.”
“They’re community
members too, so I think
it’s important to listen
to their concerns, even
though they don’t live
here,” Fedorko said.
Fedorko
suggested
opening meetings in order to make the trustees
more tangible figures.
It’s a recommendation he
hopes to bring up at the
upcoming meeting.
“The trustees do really seem interested in
what the students have to
say and they do seem very
student-oriented, despite
the fact they’re only on
campus a couple times a
year,” Vihon said.
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Safety sees increase in fakes Discrimination advisors
Speak Out about privilege
continued from page 1

were reported, one resulting
in a student being taken into
custody by the Knox County
Sheriff’s Office (KCSO) and
the most recent incident, on
Feb. 8, of a student being
cited by the KCSO when
an employee of the Village
Market turned in a false ID.
“Our perception is the
fake ID problem is extensive,” Tim Newton, manager
of the Village Market, said.
“We take it very seriously.”
Last month the Market
spent approximately $3,000
as part of an overall computer
upgrade, including advanced
software for detecting false
forms of identification.
“Everybody here works
very hard to accommodate
the community,” Newton
said, “and when people try
to put things over on us they
put the staff jobs in jeopardy,
their livelihood, this business.” Newton has also put in
place $20 cash incentives for
Market employees to catch
anyone in the act of using a

fake ID.
“We don’t always know
when we’re presented with a
fake ID or a real ID,” Jerry
Kelly, owner and partner of
the Village Inn, said in an
interview in February about
the new policies his restaurant had put in place to discourage underage drinking.
Citing his belief that “a lot
of underage people” have
fake IDs, he said improvements in technology allowed
for fake IDs to be “indistinguishable” from real ones.
Knox County Sheriff
David Shaffer said he had
not had the chance to look
at county data to say whether
that office had seen an increase in fake ID incidents,
but he cited technological
improvement as playing a
possible role in the increased
number reported by Safety.
Hooper said the quality
and “ease of getting them off
the Internet” make it “just
convenient” to get a fake ID.
Hooper warned that this
convenience creates a big in-

convenience for others.
“I think people need to
know or understand the implications that they’re putting businesses in,” Hooper
said, “because the businesses
will get fined as well. And
ultimately these businesses
could say, ‘We’re just not going to sell to students anymore.’”
Kelly said the Village Inn
could face up to $7,500 in
fines if even one underage
student were caught drinking at the bar. It could also
result in a revoked license,
which Kelly said would lead
to the business’s demise.
“There is an impact financially, legally for these
businesses that hopefully the
student body will at least respect,” Hooper said.
Newton warned that
those attempting to purchase
alcohol at the Village Market with a fake ID have been
and will be banned.
“Don’t mess with the
Market,” he said. “Pretty
simple.”

Week’s events
will raise
awareness about
privilege.
K LAUREN TOOLE
NEWS EDITOR

“If I am privileged,
am I obligated to help
others?” That question
turned this year’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
of Dialogue on its head
and inspired the “Privilege” theme of Speak
Out Week.
“I could tell that the
conversation wanted to
continue,” Faith Servant
’13, head of the Discrimination Advisors (DAs),
said. “We thought that
Speak Out Week would
be a good way to do that.”
The DAs plan Speak
Out Week every year to
raise awareness on campus about a particu-

•

Convenient Storage
500 South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050

•
•
•

Call 740-389-2705 and we will reserve a unit.
10’ X 5’ unit $25.00 per month
10’ X 10’ unit $35.00 per month
Secure locks provided

discussion with Visiting
Assistant Professor of
Political Science Nancy
Powers, and concluded
with a student-led panel
on privilege Tuesday afternoon.
“There all different
types of privilege,” Servant said. “We wanted
to give other students a
platform to talk about
their privilege.”
DAs do not have any
larger events planned
for the semester, but
they will be adding Discrimination
Advisor
Off ice Hours in Peirce
Lounge every Monday
and Thursday. Monday
hours will be 5:00 p.m.
to 7:00 p.m. and Thursday’s hours will be from
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
“Anyone who wants
to come in and talk to
us about anything, we’re
there,” Servant said.

Village Council

Paid Advertisements

Students!! Need summer storage?

lar issue or topic. Last
year’s theme was “Human Traff icking,” and
the DAs worked with the
Kenyon chapter of Not
for Sale, an organization that works to f ight
human traff icking and
modern-day slavery, to
highlight the prevalence
of human traff icking.
The DAs sought this
year to explore the idea
of privilege and how
it ties into economics,
class, race and age in
a global perspective —
topics centered around
the question, “How can
we use our privilege to
help others instead of to
dismiss others?”
This year’s events include SPEAK: Voices
from the Hill, a studentwritten and performed
set of monologues about
women’s experiences at
Kenyon, a dinner and

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Monday, April 1

The Village will undergo a water tower interior inspection in either
mid or late June, using a remotely operated vehicle. The Council approved $2,000 to Dixon Engineering, Inc. for the inspection.
The Council approved $4,796.50 to Small’s Asphalt Paving, Inc. to
remove topsoil and gravel at the Gambier Community Park.
Leak detectors identif ied a leak at the service line at 205 East Brooklyn St. The newly placed sidewalk there may need to be removed for
the plans to reroute a service line from the main meter to the pit meter.
The Council approved $31,434 to Germain Ford of Columbus for a
new dump truck, which includes a trade-in rebate of the old dump
truck. The Council also approved $25,290 to Kaffenbarger Truck
Equipment Co. to retrof it the dump truck with a stainless steel dump
bed, tailgate salt spreader and snow plow.
Small’s Asphalt Paving, Inc. submitted a quote for milling and repaving the parking lot around the Gambier Community Center as well as
other areas in the Village in need of repair and for building the soccer
f ield at the park.
A public hearing will be held regarding the North Acland Street Project on Monday, April 22 at 7:00 p.m. at the Gambier Community
Center.
The Council passed a resolution entering into a contract with ODOT
Purchasing Services for 75 tons of rock salt for the 2013-2014 winter.
The Council passed a resolution expressing extreme disapproval for
House Bill 5 in the Ohio General Assembly, allowing the state to administer local income tax collection.
The Council adopted an ordinance amending the ordinance establishing the salary and benef its of the Village Administrator.
The Council adopted an ordinance setting an eight-percent increase
in sewer rates, to offset a f ive-percent reduction in water rates. The
Council also adopted an ordinance amending the ordinance establishing rates, charges and rules for the Municipal Water System.
The Council approved the f irst reading of an ordinance establishing and naming paths by the North Campus Apartments (NCAs) for
Emergency Medical Technician purposes.
The Council approved $64,532.57 to Small’s Asphalt Paving, Inc. to
f inish the East Brooklyn Street Sidewalk and Roadway Improvement
Project.
The Council approved $13,000 to Schrock Construction to replace a
water line at the NCAs.
The mayor requested the Council’s view on the possibility of the College Township Fire Department’s merger with the Mount Vernon Fire
Department. The Council approved a resolution endorsing the action taken by the committee in charge of the department’s future; the
committee unanimously approved opening serious negotiations with
Mount Vernon.
— Henri Gendreau
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K EDITORIAL

Partnership will
benefit College and
maintenance
The more things change, the more they stay the same.
It has been nine and a half months since the College announced, somewhat unexpectedly, its intention to outsource
Kenyon’s maintenance management to Sodexo. This week,
though, the administration signed off on the Middle Path
Partnership, a proposal drafted by a coalition of maintenance
managers and union representatives that extends collective
bargaining for three more years and utilizes new management software, but nixes scheduled pay increases and brings
in an outside firm to oversee the department’s managers and
three non-union staff members. Clearly both sides made
concessions, but the community’s outrage with the Sodexo
plan certainly put the administration on the defensive.
The Partnership is a competitive financial alternative to
the Sodexo proposal, and will make similar cuts to the $9.1
million maintenance operating budget. Despite the negative
stigma surrounding outsourcing, there will be advantages
for all parties in partially embracing it. This Partnership will
improve maintenance efficiency, increase resources and close
the technology gap. What’s more, it is a good first step toward healing the wounds of the long-fought battle between
the maintenance department and the College.
Though MMAP made sure not to recommend the partnership model for other negotiations, we believe its application in this situation makes sense. The Partnership succeeded in prodding the maintenance department to acknowledge
and rectify flaws in its operations. In turn, it marks a conciliatory move by administrators humbled by the ire of the
community. We are encouraged by this compromise and
think it heralds a promising future for College business.

C o l d C e re a l

The Kenyon Collegian welcomes your opinions
@Kenyon_Opinions. Share your thoughts:
#QuickComplaints.
FOLLOW US

An open letter to the students of Kenyon
Dear Kenyon Students:
The undersigned professors encourage you to vote in
the upcoming special election
on May 7. The election has no
candidates, only local issues, including the emergency tax levy
to support the Mount Vernon
City School District (which includes Wiggin Street Elementary School.) As Kenyon students, you have both the legal
and moral standing to vote in
local elections. You live in this

community for most of the year,
for four years. You volunteer at
the schools, the hospital, the fire
department and other institutions. Your tuition and room
and board fees support much of
the Gambier and Mount Vernon economy. You spend dollars
at local businesses and pay local
sales taxes. You are stakeholders
in local issues.
The issues related to the
school levy ballot are very clear.
They are not partisan or ideo-
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logical. Devastating cuts to
academic and extracurricular
programs will be enacted if this
levy fails, including the cancellation of all extracurricular
sports, music and clubs. Because
many people choose where they
live and work based on the quality of the local schools, cuts of
this magnitude would influence
the entire community, including Kenyon students. Volunteer opportunities may become
more limited if the community

declines. Businesses may close
or shorten hours. And, most
directly, Kenyon College will
find it more difficult to recruit
and retain the very best faculty
members and other employees.
The quality of your Kenyon education, the culture of the Kenyon campus and the value of
your Kenyon degree are closely
connected to the quality of the
local schools.
Please go to the polls on
May 7.
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Duty to vote falls on Kenyon students
K SYDNEY JILL WATNICK

CONTRIBUTOR

Before I came to Kenyon, I had always had
to pay to print my papers. By that I mean,
my public high school
experienced
dramatic
cuts halfway through my
time that led to reduced
printer
accessibility.
Though this may seem
like a minor change,
and it was, it has stayed
with me as a marker of
difference between high
school and college and
allowed me to better
understand that at Kenyon, having unrestrained
printer access is a privilege. If the school levy
initiative is not passed
on May 7, I can assure
you that the students of
Mount Vernon will lose
their paper and a whole
lot more. Proposed cuts
include football, debate,
and marching band. I
don’t know about you
but I can attribute my
success in high school,
in part, to the work I did
outside of the classroom.
For me, my time at my
alma mater, the Bronx
High School of Science,
was defined by a plethora of Advanced Placement classes, a special
scholarly
partnership
with a sociology professor at a local university,
varsity cross country,

“

As a Kenyon community, we must all
stand up together to preserve the education
quality in and around our campus. This is
our home, and community. Let’s continue
to make it the best one we can, both on and
off campus.
and my experience as the
chief photo editor of the
yearbook. Not only can I
attribute developmental
growth to these activities, but they definitely
helped me to become a
well-qualified candidate
for Kenyon College.
Mount Vernon students
deserve the same opportunities, both because of
the importance of sports,
music and art in our educational development
and so they can compete
in the overwhelming
college admissions court
like we all did.
Additionally, in sustaining and continuing
our own academic excellence in Gambier, Ohio
it is important to support other educational
and beneficial endeavors
for our community. It is
not just the quality of
education that is at stake
but the overall quality,
safety and sustenance of
our community. Kenyon
needs its strong and beloved faculty to maintain its reputation and
rigorous course of study.
For many of our professors and administrators,

a failure to pass the levy
will bear great consequences. Professors will
move farther away from
Gambier or cut ties with
the institution and our
community altogether.
One of the things that
makes Kenyon so special
is the close-knit community we have. We
see our professors eating dinner at the Village Inn, reading in the
bookstore and running
on the treadmills at the
Kenyon Athletic Center.
If professors move away
we will lose these “little
moments” and the bigger meetings that happen every class. For our
academic programs to
maintain their rigor and
sustain our interest, we
need to support our beloved faculty.
I don’t blame teachers and administration
who will feel it is their
only option to relocate
their family outside of
the Mount Vernon City
School District if the
levy does not pass. For
me and my family, private education has never been on the menu.

ask

{

Therefore, my education
has been shaped by the
public education system
and how to work best inside of it. My family has
moved numerous times
across the New York
area in search of a better school for me and my
sisters and I know my
mom (a college professor) would give up her
job if the local schools
were not up to par for my
sisters and me.
I had great public
schools that brought
me here to the Hill two
years ago. But this isn’t
just about just me, or
my family. We must all
do our part to protect
the schools around us
to allow local students
to have the same amazing opportunities that
we did. As a Kenyon
community, we must
all stand up together to
preserve the education
quality in and around
our campus. This is our
home, and community.
Let’s continue to make
it the best one we can,
both on and off campus.
I hope you will join me
in voting a resounding
YES for the emergency
school levy on May 7 —
for you, your professors
and the children at Wiggin Street Elementary.
— Sydney Watnick ’14,
is president of the Kenyon
Democrats

ask

A LADY

Lady: This is a terrible idea. I cannot stress
that enough. You need
to explain to him that
it is best not to live together. I have always
stressed that living with
either a friend or a significant other will kill
a relationship. The only
friends you can live with
are friends you made
through rooming and
then became friends.
Roommate first, friend
second.
The same applies to a
boyfriend or girlfriend.
Your relationship exists partly due to the

fact that there are some
things you have no idea
that your significant other does. Bathroom habits
should never be known
by either person in the
relationship.
Lord: Dear DWLWB, I think this is a
great idea. I know tons
of people who have lived
with their significant
others successfully! For
example, my parents.
They’ve lived together
for years and have never
had any problems. Also,
I currently live with my
girlfriend of five months,
and we’ve been getting

along great! Granted, everything she does annoys
me more and more each
day, but that’s normal,
right?
Lady: Wrong. How
could you be so wrong.
DWLWB, if you want
to have a successful relationship, do not, I repeat, DO NOT live with
your boyfriend. I’m sure
the way he lets food fall
out of his mouth or that
perpetual mustard stain
on his chin already bothers you. Imagine living
with it. Eventually, all
you will see when you’re
with your boyfriend is

Quick
Complaints
“I always feel like the ravens are yelling at me.”
— Nathan Huey ’13
“I hate gopher holes on the rugby pitch.”
— Monica Lee ’16
“It’s finally starting to get a little bit warmer, but every
degree makes the smell of manure
even more pervasive across campus.
I dislike that.”
— Julia Dopp ’13
“Why does Peirce close an hour early on Saturday
when most people would want to eat dinner late?”
— Taylor Hartwell ’14
“It’s not warm enough.” 
— Lucie Levine ’15
“Where are all the open computers?
All I want to do is print!”
— Steven Schmidt ’15
“None of my complaints is quick.”
—Emma Strickler ’14
“It needs to be 10 degrees warmer,
so I can run outside in shorts.”
— Ramelle Brown ’13
“The poo smell.”
— Annie Sheslow ’15
“There were no forks or spoons
when I was in Peirce today.”
— Leah Hindel ’15
“Peirce sucks.”
— Harry Hurley ’14
“My headphones don’t fit.”
— Daniel Akuma ’14
“That stupid clock in Upper Dempsey.”
— Kaitlyn Kendall-Sperry ’13

A LORD

My boyfriend wants to live in an NCA together next year with a couple other friends.
I don’t think that would work out too well, but he’s insistent. How do I tell him no?
Sincerely, Don’t Wanna Live With BF

7

}

a tangy, talking, yellow
blob. And you can’t date
a blob.
Lord: I don’t really
know what you’re talking
about, but it seems like a
metaphor. Anyway, my
point is: if you love your
BF (and I’m sure you do!)
you should definitely live
with him! Take that next
step and see where it may
lead you! Who knows,
maybe you’ll graduate
with a MRS. degree ...
know what I mean?
Lady: Or maybe you’ll
graduate single, jaded
and alone. The choice is
yours.

Ask a Lord/Lady is written by two anonymous members of the Kenyon community.
The authors are different each week. If you’d like to be one of them, contact rosb@kenyon.edu or selwynk@kenyon.edu.

Comps!!!!! ... (with multiple exclamation points).
— Greg Stark ’13
“I’ve been seeing a lot of PDA lately. I don’t mind
hand-holding, but don’t take it to the lips.”
— Claire Brautigam ’15
“All of the muffins today
had banana product in them.”
— Sarah Miller ’15
“My friends don’t understand
my attraction to Steve Buscemi.”
— Gabriella Cooper ’16
“I’m sick.”
— Alex Piper ’16
“Bring the clock back to Thomas.
The big one. I miss it. We miss it.
Damn you, Graham Gund.”
— Erich Slimak ’15
“Mather 3 a.m. ‘fire drills’.
Does that egg really need to be microwaved?”
— Simone Holzer ’16
“I miss Ed.”
— Lizzi Whittlesey ’14
“ Chris Cowles is hoarding towels
from out-of-season athletes.”
— Julian Pavlin ’14 “An Athlete”
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RETWEETED

‘ON APRIL FOOLS’ DAY’
@DAVIDJHOYT
@Kenyon_Features Denmark
doesn’t celebrate April Fools’
Day. Guess I shouldn’t have hit
the Queen with that pie. #callthembassy #help

@NONNECROMANCER
@Kenyon_Features My daughter
texted me she got a spider bite, ...
and after I believed it, a photo of
herself clinging to the ceiling.

@SCRANECOLT
My favorite #aprilfools joke was
a Waffle House employee calling
in a fake robbery. #fired #dumb
@Kenyon_Features

@ERICGELLER
The Republican Party is really just
one big April Fools’ joke at this
point.

@WYN_EVANS
@Kenyon_Features I came home
about 11:30 and some joker had
replaced all of my severd doll
heads with clothes and books

Catching up with professors on sabbatical
COMPILED BY JANE SIMONTON

Twenty-five Kenyon professors are currently on full-year sabbaticals, and their activities range from
overseas travel to research to enjoying the quiet comforts of Gambier without the stress of papers to
grade. As the end of the year approaches — housing lottery numbers are being released, classes are
being chosen, abroad plans are being finalized — the Collegian decided to contact some of these professors, via email, to see how they have spent their years and what plans they have for the fall.

Kim McMullen
Ransom Professor of English

John Hofferberth
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Paul Gebhardt
Associate Professor of German

Jianhua Bai
Professor of Chinese

Location: In the rolling hills of southeastern
Knox County.

Location: My research involves preparing compounds used by organisms to
communicate. To prepare these chemical signals, I need to be in my laboratory
where I have all of the starting materials
and specialized equipment for synthetic
chemistry. You will find me most days at
my laboratory bench in Tomsich Hall.

Location: I have been spending some of
the sabbatical leave in Ohio, but I have also
taken three major trips. I was in Germany
first from the beginning of June to the
second week of July: I visited Franconia, the
state of Baden-Württemberg (where I was
born and where my family still lives), the
city of Mannheim, and did some film-related research in Berlin. I also attended my
20th high school reunion. My second trip to
Germany was more narrowly a research trip,
funded by a Kenyon in-house grant. I conducted research in three locations of movies
by German director Tom Tykwer. I stayed
pretty much the whole month of September
2012 in Germany for this trip. On December 2, 2012, I traveled to Mexico City, Mexico, and I returned March 20, 2013. I had
an apartment in Coyoacán in Mexico City,
but I also traveled within the country.

Location: Kenyon College and China

Activities: I’ve been working a lot on
research and writing related to my book
project on cinematic intertextuality, using
German director Tom Tykwer as a case
study. But, as you can see, I also spent time
traveling and generally re-charging my batteries.

Still left to do: Working on the
[aforementioned] book project.

Activities: I’m drafting a novel entitled Poor
Judgements.
Best experience so far: I get to sit at my
computer every morning and make stuff up.
(After a hiatus of 25 years during which I
focused on literary scholarship, I’ve returned
to fiction writing.) Interviewing nine former
social workers and juvenile court workers
for the book was also fascinating, as was
(oddly enough) learning some of the arcana
of family law.
Still left to do: I hope to draft the final three
chapters by the end of May and spend the
summer revising. Also, our golden retriever
puppy hasn’t yet mastered sit/stay, and we’re
planting a big vegetable garden as usual.
Prep for fall: Tweaking my syllabi (revising
the reading lists and assignments), talking
with my advisees (I’ve stayed active as an
advisor of about 15 students while on sabbatical), thinking about two new courses I
hope to propose.
McMullen’s photo is of her and her family on
Hadrian’s Wall in England.

Activities: The majority of my sabbatical
I have been in my laboratory preparing
compounds, in my office designing ways
to prepare them or writing up the results
of the work with my laboratory students
and other collaborators.
Best experience so far: Some target
compounds we need to prepare are very
challenging to make. Finding a way to
prepare them is both difficult and rewarding. The highlights thus far in my
sabbatical were the completion of two
such challenging synthetic targets.
Still left to do: I never left Kenyon.
However, it is clear to me now that the
“to do” list I wrote at the beginning of
my sabbatical year was very optimistic.
I’ve just begun to tick off items on my
list. I hope to have time to wrap up one
more major synthetic project and make
some headway on writing a grant proposal to fund the next round of projects.
Prep for fall: I have the chance to teach a
new biochemistry class in the fall, and I
have been spending lots of time reading
texts and literature articles to prepare
myself. This class is particularly exciting
for me because it is the first seminarstyle class I have taught in seven years. It
will be fun to teach in a smaller setting
where student involvement in the class is
paramount.

Best experience so far: Finding new friends
— friends for life! — in Mexico, and learning Spanish.
Still left to do: I will attend the retirement
reception for my doctoral advisor, give a
paper at [a] conference (on my sabbatical research project), and I also would like to visit
some good friends in Southern California.
Prep for fall: I am re-reading some books
that we will study in my upper-level courses,
and I am looking for fun new resources online for my German language courses.

The full list of professors on sabbatical this year can be found at http://www.kenyon.edu/
x48006.xml.

Activities: [I’ve been] working on
a book project on the curriculum
design and methods and techniques
of teaching advanced Chinese as a
foreign language and presenting my
scholarly work (invited speaker at a
few conferences) on Chinese language
pedagogy.
Best experience so far: Having the
time to focus on my research and
being able to collaborate with colleagues on two national projects: AP
Chinese Language and Culture (College Board, NYC) and Test and Curriculum Development with American
Councils of International Education
(Washington, D.C.).

Prep for fall: My research projects
are directly related to my teaching at
Kenyon. I will return to teach both
beginning-level and advanced-level
Chinese plus an introduction to general linguistics.
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Beer in the ’bier: the tale of the ale-brewing Acland
K JULIE FRANCE
STAFF WRITER

If you walk into the
apartment of Noah Dow
’13, Ryan Liegner ’13
and Herb Page ’13, you
will not find their fridge
stocked with cans of Keystone Light, but rather
bottles of unlabeled beers
produced using their own
craftsmanship.
“The idea to start
brewing probably started
with the fact that we all
like drinking beer,” Dow
said. Last summer started their experimentation
with home brew.
“When I started brewing this summer, I just
kind of did it on a whim
and didn’t do it very well,”
Dow said. “I think whenever we describe brewing it’s simple, but there’s
still a lot of nuance to it.
... As we’ve done it more
and more, we’ve got a
much better feel, just a
much smoother process.”
The boys purchased a
wine kit in August. The
jump to an American
wheat beer soon after was
an easy one.
From then on, Dow,
Liegner and Page bought
their supplies online
through Northern Brewer, a homebrew supply
chain located in Missouri.
“Unfortunately,
we
don’t pick barley from the
backyard,” Page said.
If that were true, the
trio would have to have

“

We’ve brewed about ten different kinds of
alcoholic beverages so far, including English
brown ale, St. Paul porter, cider, Bavarian Hefeweizen, honey wine and White House honey
ale.

Ryan Liegner '13

picked enough barley to
produce the 600 bottles
they have made so far.
This total, however, does
not include only bottles
of beer, the collegiate
classic.
“We’ve brewed about
ten different kinds of alcoholic beverages so far,
including English brown
ale, St. Paul porter, cider,
Bavarian
Hefeweizen,
honey wine and White
House honey ale,” Liegner said.
Each kit ranges from
$20 to $35 and produces
anywhere from 40 to 45
bottles.
“Though we come out
ahead, financially, it really doesn’t work that
way because we probably
just drink more since it’s
always available to us,”
Page said.
Dow, Liegner and
Page are hoping that
their success will inspire
other students to be part
of the brewing culture.
“A brewer’s club for
students 21 and over
might be out of the question, but having a loose
association would go towards making it a fun
community,” Page said.
The guys have had

people contact them
about making this a reality.
“We’ve had some people come over who are
interested in starting up,
and they are doing some
now, I believe,” Dow said.
Page confirmed that
this is something the
group encourages: “We’re
always open to having
people come over and see
how it works, either to
help, watch or try with
us.”
Dow, Liegner and
Page are not the first Kenyon students to dabble
in the art of fermentation.
Liegner said, “There
are some students who
did it last year. Owen Bitas ’12 and Robert Yees
’12 run a blog now about
brewing and beers in
general.
“It’s called the Beer
Connection. ... There’s
also beer lab, which is an
independent study in the
chemistry department.”
Liegner himself is a
participant in the beer lab
independent study, which
has aided Liegner, Dow
and Page in the details of
the brewing processes.
“The actual chemical
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What country was
Amanda Knox
originally detained
in?

Italy

COURTESY OF NOAH DOW

Seniors (from left) Herb Page, Noah Dow and Ryan Liegner brew beer in their Acland apartment. Though
the endeavor truly began this school year, the guys realized their mutual interest this past summer.

equation is alcohol plus
carbon dioxide equals
sugar. Yet, in brewing, we
do it backwards so that
we start off with sugar,
which the yeast consumes
and creates carbon dioxide, and then we are left
with alcohol,” Page said.
“We’ve had two bottles
explode, which I guess is
not a bad track record for
how much we’ve made,”
Dow said.
“The worst, though, is
when on brewing day it
boils over. There is supposed to be a ‘hot break ’
when brewing and it
foams, but sometimes it
spills over the pot,” Page
said.

“Whenever we heat
up the stove it smells really bad because hops are
down in the stove from
boiling over,” Liegner
said.
Even with all of this
experience, brewing will
remain a leisure activity
for the group.
Page said, “We don’t
plan on selling the beer
because we would need a
liquor license to do that.”
“I think one of our
goals is to come up with
a unique beer recipe because it is much easier to
play around with mead
and wine recipes,” Liegner said.
Though they are grad-

Sophomore Class Total:

uating in May, Dow,
Liegner and Page hope to
continue their affinity for
brewing as a hobby.
“This summer I plan
on contacting a Kenyon
alum who is a professional brewer,” Page said.
“To work for a brewery
would just be the perfect
summer job,” Dow said.
Though Dow, Liegner
and Page have learned almost all the tricks of the
trade to help them with
brewing in the future,
there is one difficulty of
brewing that always remains.
“More than anything,
it’s a lesson in patience,”
Page said.

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

21

20

17

16

Danny Rosenberg ’13

Ben Jacoby ’14

Conrad Jacober ’15

Elise Altschuler ’16

Canada

Italy

Italy

Italy

Which athlete
is Tiger Woods
reportedly dating?

Lindsey Vonn

Serena Williams

Lindsey Vonn

Jesus Christ

Lindsey Vonn

How old did Twitter
turn last week?

Seven years old

Six

Six

Six

10

What two first-year
dorms are rumored
to be haunted by
ghosts?

Lewis and Norton

Norton and Lewis

Lewis and Norton

Norton and McBride

Lewis and Norton

1

3

1

3

Weekly Scores
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and SARAH LEHR

UPCOMING EVENTS

APRIL 5 | 7:00 P.M.
Dance
RURAL BY DESIGN

BARN DANCE
ROSSE HALL

APRIL 6 | 4:00 P.M.

APRIL 6 | 8:00 P.M.

senior voice recital

concert

NATHAN HUEY AND
WILLIE PLASCHKE
BRANDI HALL

“MOUNTAIN MUSIC,
SOUTHEAST BY
SOUTHWEST”

APRIL 7 | 2:00 P.M.
concert

AN AFTERNOON AT
THE THEATER
BRANDI HALL

ROSSE HALL

Scapin, dedicated to Turgeon, promises hilarity and satire
K PAIGE SHERMIS
A&E EDITOR

Raucous, crafty and
based on a play that’s 325
years old, Scapin is not only
drenched in hilarity, but is a
poignant tribute to the late
Professor of Drama Thomas
Turgeon by its director, Professor of Drama Jonathan
Tazewell.
Adapted by lauded playwrights Bill Irwin and
Mark O’Donnell, Scapin is
based on French dramatist
Molière’s 17th-century play
Les Fourberies de Scapin.
“This play from the Comédie-Française [a French
state theater] uses stock
characters to portray this
classic farce,” Tazewell said.
“Scapin is a crafty servant
who is coerced into getting
money from his master and
his master’s neighbor to aid
their respective sons in secretly marrying two young
women.”
Besides serving as pure
entertainment, this play possesses a poignant element in
that it is dedicated to a beloved, recently deceased Kenyon alum.

REBECCA DANN | COLLEGIAN

Sylvestre (Taylor Ross ’13), Octave (Peter Falls ’14) and Scapin (Aaron Lynn ’14) scheme in a scene from Scapin.
“I decided to direct this
show as a tribute to Professor
Tom Turgeon, who died this
year. This was the first production Professor Turgeon
directed me in as a student
at Kenyon,” Tazewell said.
Molière, pseudonym of
Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, is a
fixture of the western literary canon and is considered
a master of farce. Also an ac-

tor, Molière died of tuberculosis while on stage playing a
hypochondriac.
Fitting in with his
dramatic life, the plot of
Molière’s Les Fourberies de
Scapin (and its adaptation
Scapin) is rife with twists
and deception, although it is
a comedy rather than a tragedy. After Scapin (played by
Aaron Lynn ’14) helps Oc-

tave (Peter Falls ’14) and Léander (Harry Hanson ’13)
con their respective fathers
out of large sums of money
to marry the penniless Hyacinthe (Allie Lembo ’14)
and Zerbinette (Meg Sutter
’13), respectively, he decides
to get revenge on Geronte
(Elliot Cromer ’15), his employer and Léander’s father.
All the while, Scapin em-

ploys the services of Sylvestre (Taylor Ross ’13), Octave’s servant, by convincing
Sylvestre that he is an incredibly gifted actor.
The remaining cast
members are Matt Super
’15, Natalie Margolin ’14,
Ned Vogel ’15, Ben Kress
’14 and Cheyenne Davis ’15.
“Scapin manages to get
the best of all the wealthy

aristocrats while avoiding
any significant punishment,”
Tazewell said.
In addition to providing
students with an adaptation
of a classic French comedy,
the play may serve as a destressing outlet for Kenyon
students.
“[Scapin is] a madcap
comedy. Total silliness. A
fantastic ensemble cast. A
perfect show for decreasing
stress,” Tazewell said.
The slapstick content of
Scapin presented a challenge
for the 12-person cast.
“Physical comic performances of this sort are tough
and require sustained high
energy,” Tazewell said.
As for the title, it is pronounced “Sca-pah,” with the
final “n,” in typical Gallic
tradition, being silent.
Scapin will run on Thursday, April 4, Friday, April 5
and Saturday, April 6 in the
Bolton Theater at 8:00 p.m.
Scapin is the third mainstage
production of the 2012-2013
Kenyon College Dance and
Dramatic Club season. Admission is $2 for Kenyon students.

And Then There Were None impresses, frightens
K LAUREN KATZ
STAFF WRITER

J.P. McElyea ’14, the
director of last spring’s
Fruit:
The
Musical,
brought Agatha Christie’s
classic murder mystery
And Then There Were None
to Kenyon.
The play, which Christie adapted from her novel
of the same name, tells the
story of 10 individuals, all
invited to the cabin of a
“Mr. Owen” on Indian Island. As the plot unfolds,
the guests begin to realize
that none of them has actually met Mr. Owen. Not
only does he not exist, but
each guest was brought to
the island to be punished
for a supposed murder
that he or she committed.
One by one the guests
are murdered, and the
audience must guess the
murderer’s identity as new
facts about the characters’
backstories slowly rise to
the surface.
The true brilliance of
Christie’s writing, however, is in her incorporation
of the “10 Little Indians”
nursery rhyme. The poem
tells of 10 Native American boys who faced tragic

deaths, and the murderer
in the play used the rhyme
as inspiration for his “ justice.” The play also gets its
title from the song’s final
line, “he got married and
then there were none.”
Each guest was murdered
according to the order
of the poem, and guests’
knowledge of this “coincidence” only increased the
suspense. They all knew
how they would die; the
only question was when.
Christie increased the
disturbing mystery by
adding 10 small Native
American figurines to the
established setting. As
each guest died, a figurine would mysteriously
go missing.
McElyea’s placement
of the poem and figurines
in his staging successfully
added to the performance.
The figurines were located on a table center
stage, and the poem hung
directly above it. The location helped focus the
audience’s attention on
the nursery rhyme, which
highlighted the poem’s
significance to the story,
and emphasized the idea
that everything in this

story revolved around
those words. McElyea
also found a way to cleverly use Weaver Cottage to
enhance the production.
The small space successfully drew the audience
into the production. The
intimate feel and close
proximity to the performers increased the creepy
factor when the room
went dark before each
murder.
McElyea put Weaver’s
staircase and balcony to
good use. The extra level
allowed for characters to
observe the events unfolding in the living room,
and learn secrets that they
could later use to their
advantage. For example, when Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers (Nicholas Lehn
’13 and Beth Seeley ’16)
discussed their intense
disgust for some of the
guests, including William
H. Blore, they had no idea
that Blore (Robert Angell
’13) was eavesdropping on
them.
Angell’s reactions to
the insults added to the
hilarity of the moment,
and the idea that anyone
could secretly observe the

COURTESY OF J.P. MCELYEA

The cast and crew of And Then There Were None, complete with stuffed bear.
other characters created a
mysterious feel.
All of the actors successfully carried the audience from moment to
moment, but a few in particular stood out. Lehn
and Seeley played off each
other well; the banter between the two characters
was entertaining, and it
added some light touches
to a dark plot. Kyle Fisher
’16, with his f lashy pink
and red ensemble, created
a hilariously awkward Anthony Marston, yet also

added a dark and creepy
side to his character when
he showed no remorse after accidentally running
over two children.
Noah Detzer ’13, who
successfully portrayed the
charming ladies’ man, also
conveyed great comedic
timing through his constant attempts to “relieve
the gloom” in the second
act with jokes about who
would be next to die.
The strongest performance, however, was that
of Chris Wilson ’16 as

Justice Wargrave. Wilson’s ability to create two
completely different characters blew me away. His
calmness and rationality
throughout the entire play
was fascinating, and provided a marked contrast
to the other over-the-top
characters. When he came
back at the end of the play
and revealed that he was
the killer the whole time,
the crazy over-the-top
murderer standing before
me made his acting ability
even more impressive.
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Light-hearted Ordinary Days falls short of extraordinary
K PETER FROST
STAFF WRITER

A jumbled ode to New
York City, Adam Gwon’s Ordinary Days explores the anxiety of growing up and moving
on to a world at once foreign
and familiar. The Brave Potato production, directed by
Robbie Sellers ’14, opened to
an enthusiastic audience at the
Black Box Theater this past
weekend. Telling two parallel
stories through brief vignettes,
the musical was a well-intentioned but ultimately superficial production, which bit off
more of the Big Apple than it
was able to chew.
The first and more deftlyhandled of the two stories
tracked the burgeoning relationship between two young
people attempting to steer
their lives in new directions.
Idealistic and enthusiastic artist assistant Warren (Gibson
Oakley ’16) meets Deb (Rosie
Ouellet ’15) after he finds her
journal on the street. A frazzled and insensitive graduate
student with limited time and
patience, Deb initially rejects
Warren’s attempts at friendship, but the two eventually
bond over their shared anxieties about the future.
Comedy, a genre that the
actors and Sellers seem more
comfortable with than drama,
reigned supreme. The fast
pace and shifting scenes lent
themselves well to the energy

of the humor, with Oakley
and Ouellet proving more
than game for the production’s
comedic elements. When the
segment attempted to move
into dramatic territory, however, it faltered. Moments
of doubt and confusion felt
stilted and lacked the spark of
life found in the more amusing sections. A supposedly
climactic moment in which
the two friends unleashed a
torrent of papers covered in
encouraging messages registered as artificial rather than
profound.
The second set of vignettes
told the more somber story of
young couple Jason and Claire,
played by Taylor Hartwell ’14
and Rioghnach Robinson ’16
respectively. Following the
progression of their relationship from the day they move in
together, the story examined
the emotional tug-of-war between rigid, traditional Jason
and inconsistent, adventurous
Claire, two individuals who
seem to have only their love in
common. The section presented a far more disjointed portrait than the one offered by
the previous set of vignettes.
Claire and Jason oscillated
between optimism and anxiety, with little attention paid
to why these changes in mood
occurred or how they affected
the couple’s relationship.
The saving grace of this
segment of the show was Rob-
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Impatient graduate student Deb (Rosie Ouellet ’15) and cheerful artist Warren (Gibson Oakley ’16) talk as part of the first
vignette in Ordinary Days, directed by Robbie Sellers ’14 as a Brave Potato production.
inson’s performance as Claire.
Robinson captured the emotions underneath Claire’s surface and gave the character
a gravity and a quiet sense of
dignity. Robinson allowed
for the glimpses into Claire’s
life to exceed the sum of their
parts. She also seemed to be
the only actor aware of the
area around her, adjusting her
voice to suit both the character
and the narrow confines of the
Black Box performance space.
As a whole, the play, like its
characters, suffered from a crisis of identity. Merging comedy, drama and music, Sellers’s

fast pace and staccato execution never allowed the characters to exist in a tangible time
or space, an issue made especially evident during the more
serious sections of the show.
The tone of the play seemingly
shifted with each song, inflicting a sense of whiplash upon
the viewer. Dialogue flew by,
scenes shifted within seconds
and big moments overtook
the quiet but essential exposition necessary for the dramatic
elements to register. The music, albeit one of the more enjoyable elements of the show,
overpowered the small space

and intimate feel of the play.
Some of the musical numbers
approached dangerously shrill
heights.
The fact that Ordinary
Days’s many moving parts
never satisfyingly coalesced
cannot be attributed to a lack
of effort or enthusiasm. The
production had an abundance
of energy and, at times, it was
infectious. Laughs sprang
consistently from a lively audience and smiles abounded
throughout the show. The
comedic moments hit their
marks with skill and gusto.
But it was also this uncon-

trolled energy that overpowered the subtle moments and
cluttered a story that ought to
ring with clarity.
Buried within the bombast of Ordinary Days is a story
worth telling, one that captures the anxiety of growing
up and growing out of ill-fitting hopes and dreams. This is
a show with something compelling to say; unfortunately,
it lost its voice somewhere
along the way, and allowed
the production’s extraordinary
elements to become lost in an
artificial and muddled ordinariness.

Senior voice recitals inspire with elegance, selection
K SARAH SCHILLER AND
JILL HANLEY
CONTRIBUTORS

Spence Soars
Sometimes great things
come in small packages. For
the petite Emily Spence ’13,
this is sincerely the case. A
history major and music minor
from Needham, Mass., she
treated Brandi Recital Hall to
her big soprano voice at her senior voice recital on Saturday,
March 30.
Spence has participated in
Kenyon’s Opera and Musical
Theater Workshop for the past
four years and also performed
in the Angela Waite Recital in
May 2012.
Her mastery of the opera style was obvious as she
elegantly and energetically
performed a combination of
pieces ranging from operas
by Mozart and Verdi and
English dance songs by John
Dowland and Henry Purcell,
to a movement from Handel’s
famous “Messiah,” selections
from Strauss and a lyric-free
piece by Rachmaninoff.
After warming up the
crowd with “L’amerò, sarò
costante” from Mozart’s Il re
pastore, Spence gracefully sang
“What If I Never Speed” by
Dowland and a set of pieces by
Purcell, followed by Handel’s

“Rejoice Greatly.”
Her performance of
Strauss’ “Die Nacht” exhibited her full vocal range and
her ability to convey emotion.
In the gorgeous but somber
“Vocalise” by Rachmaninoff,
Spence showcased her vibrato
and musical style.
Spence saved the best for
last. She paired up with math
major and baritone Nathan
Huey ’13 to perform “Cinque,
dieci,” the comedic and sweet
opening piece of Mozart’s
Italian opera, Le nozze di Figaro. Spence and Huey have
worked together since their
freshman year and in the
Opera and Musical Theater
Workshop. The magic of their
friendship combined with
their respective musical talents
brought a different energy to
the performance.
Susanna carried a hat
with her, while Figaro held
a measuring tape. The two
characters sang in different
styles — Susanna’s style was
graceful and melodious as
she was admiring the hat she
had made and was showing
off for Figaro, while Figaro’s
was more urgent as he rushed
around the room, attempting
to measure a space for their
bed. Throughout this song,
the two successfully engaged

the audience.
Dopp Impresses
Last Friday, Brandi Hall
was filled to the brim with
audience members eagerly anticipating Julia Dopp’s senior
recital. The anthropology and
English double major has been
studying voice throughout her
time at Kenyon, and the culminating event in her musical
career at the College proved
very enjoyable.
Dopp began with a set of
arias from Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte that usually make most
seasoned sopranos balk: “O
Zittre Nicht” and “Der Hölle
Rache.” Dopp’s high, clear
notes did not fail to impress;
neither did her accomplishment in producing the enraged Queen of the Night’s
famous high F6 notes with
minimal visible effort and
with stunning precision.
For many other singers, it
would have been difficult to
top the energy and brilliance
of the first two pieces, but
Dopp had much more to offer,
including the art song “Beau
Soir” by Claude Debussy.
Joined by the accomplished
Sarah Baldessari ’15 on the
harp, Dopp poured forth a
series of flowing phrases that
showcased her mid-upper
range and her rich, sweet tim-
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Emily Spence ’13 sings from her repertoire during her senior voice recital. Spence is a history
major and a music minor.
bre. Dopp ended the classical
set with “Les Oiseaux dans
la Charmille” from Jacques
Offenbach’s
Les Contes
d’Hoffman.
Once again, Dopp displayed her acting talents, this
time in portraying Olympia,
a mechanical doll who, with
hilarious facial expressions
and movements, woos a young
man who is so enamored he
does not realize that she repeatedly malfunctions. When
the incomparable Patricia Pelfrey actually stopped playing
to minister to Dopp’s Olympia, pantomiming winding
the “doll” back up so that she
could continue her song, the
audience erupted into laughter.

Dopp’s sense of playfulness continued into the musical theater set in the second
half. Dopp showed off the
rich, deep notes of her lower register in “A Stud and a
Babe” from Joe DiPietro’s I
Love You, You’re Perfect, Now
Change. Nick Foster ’13, with
his exquisite baritone voice,
joined her in this piece, in
which their characters conducted a clever dialogue about
their perceived defects during
a date. Yet Dopp also let her
dramatic side shine at the end
of the set with selections from
Jason Robert Brown’s song cycle The Last Five Years.
By the end of the last song,
“Still Hurting” — which, like
her chosen set from the cycle,

begins with hope and ends
with despair — the audience
was completely hushed. Not
only did Dopp move listeners with her smooth sound
and successful execution of
Brown’s difficult phrasing;
she proved that she is a consummate actress as well as a
consummate musician. Finishing strong with the magical “Astonishing” from Jason
Howland’s Little Women, she
sang, “I’ve got to know if I can
be/Astonishing.” Last Friday,
Dopp proved that she already
is. Spence’s senior voice recital
was the grand culmination of
her work at Kenyon over the
past four years and she should
be incredibly proud of her performance.
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Real World Gambier elicits positive response from first years
EMILY SAKAMOTO
A&E EDITOR

A mandated stop on
the First-Year orientation bandwagon, Real
World: Gambier attempts
to provide key insights
into Kenyon’s numerous
resources.
Real World ’s 2013
production consisted of
a 16-person cast that
collaboratively wrote the
script from a base taken
from the previous year’s
production. The show
was staged on August
28.
This year’s topics
ranged from drug use
to roommate dilemmas,
though several themes
have remained constant
throughout the years.
“We’re required to cover only the sexual misconduct policy and the
Good Samaritan policy,”
said Greg Culley ’14,
student co-coordinator
of the event.
Though
at
times
cloaked in humor, the
gravity of some of the
situations was apparent
to f irst years as they rehashed what had stuck
with them from the performance. “I thought it
was very funny and they
were able to approach
some big questions,”

Lewis Turley ’17 said.
“It was a nice segue for
the meeting we had after.”
Community Advisor
(CA) Elizabeth Norman ’16 agreed that her
residents understood the
severity of the implications that arose onstage
as well as the benef its of
the resources listed afterwards. “They thought
it was funny … and they
did take it seriously,” she
said.
First years also said
that while at times
cheesy and overdramatic, Real World portrayed
plausible college events.
“I thought the situations were pretty realistic,” Jack Clayton ’17
said.
That being said, some
f irst years voiced concern that certain issues
were skipped. Firstyear Holloway Cushman ’17, for example,
expressed
disappointment that eating disorders were not covered
in the skits. Since many
college students struggle
with choosing their own
meals day in and day
out, at least one student
felt this was a necessary
topic to be dealt with.
In addition, the per-
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Asha McAllistor ‘15, Carolyn Sowa ‘16, Tim Jurney ‘15, Christopher Wilson ‘16 and Greg Culley ‘14 display stereotypical party
tactics during oreitnation’s Real World Gambier production.
formance also aimed to
present all the different
campus resources.
“[It was] def initely a lot of information
thrown at you at one
time,” Max Pescherine
’17 said. “But I thought
it was actually pretty
useful.”
“I think they do a
very good job of balancing humor and seriousness and showing what
can happen,” CA Ster-

ling Nelson ’16 said.
“[The f irst years] got a
really good taste of all
the resources that are
available to them.”
Already, some f irst
years have begun to
utilize the resources
mentioned during the
production.
Hannah
Gilman ’17, for instance,
has already connected
with her Peer Counselor
(PC). “I talk to my PC
all the time. She’s really

cool, I like her a lot,” she
said.
Others simply felt
conf ident in the knowledge that they had the
resources at hand when
they felt they would be
necessary.
“I felt like even if I
needed to reach some
specif ic person I could
always go through my
CA,” Pescherine said.
While some thought
the
production
re-

dundant or exploding
with information, Real
World: Gambier appeared to positively impact the class of 2017
and guide them into the
hands of Kenyon’s numerous advisors. “They
were pretty receptive,”
Discriminatory Advisor
(DA) Jinexa Nunez ’16
said.
Added Clayton, “By
the end of it, I had actually warmed up to it.”

Naz Professor to speak on Gothic art, medieval religion
PETER FROST
STAFF WRITER

For Dr. Rebecca Abbott, adjunct professor
at Mount Vernon Nazarene University ,what
began as a summer stuck
on campus turned into
an introduction to one
of her life’s major passions. Spurred by an
empty school and newly
acquired free time, Abbott decided to make the
most of it: “I went to the
library and began looking up the original text
of my favorite hymns,
and I started noticing
that many of the translations had dates from
the late 19th century,”
she said. Her interest
piqued, and she investigated further, eventually
leading back to a group
of undergraduate students that began what
we know today as the

“

Worship is not
just about learning facts about
God, but about
having a particular experience.

Dr. Rebecca Abbott

Cambridge Movement.
Dr. Abbott’s upcoming lecture, titled “The
Cambridge Movement
and the Reclamation of
the Gothic in English
Churches,” explores the
origin, expansion and
meaning of the movement in today’s society,
examining the ways this
19th century dialogue
about Gothic art and
medieval liturgy can still
be felt in modern worship. The event, which
will be tonight in the
Bemis Room of Peirce

PHOTO COURTESY OF DR. REBECCA ABBOTT
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Hall at 4:10 p.m., will
connect the movement
to greater themes relating to the Sacrament,
beauty and the role of
the past in present-day
religious expression.
Founded in 1839, the
movement began simply as a shared interest

among a group of students in restoring Gothic churches in 1840. This
project soon evolved into
a major cultural moment
in British history, marking a revived interest in
the art, architecture and
culture of the middle
ages. Led by John Mason

Neale, the group began
as an offshoot of the earlier Oxford Movement,
individuals that identif ied themselves as “defenders of God’s truth,”
with the subsequent
Cambridge Movement
choosing to identify
themselves as “defenders
of God’s beauty.”
Tracking the group’s
movements from 1840
to 1870, Abbott found
Neale emerging as her
primary area of focus.
“John Mason Neale has
been such an inspiration,” Abbott said. “I’ve
learned through his perseverance what a gift
a person can be to the
worship of the church.”
Subject to persecution
for his beliefs, Neale remained a steadfast believer.
Through copious research and readings of
secondary sources as well

as Neale’s letters, Abbott also discovered that
the scholar’s interests
varied as well, uncovering that he also played a
major role in translations
of Christmas carols that
are still popular today
including “O Come, O
Come Emmanuel” and
“Good King Wenceslas.”
“He had a real poetic
sense,” she said. “He was
able to make such beautiful translations that
people loved them and
they endured.”
For Abbott, the lecture serves as an entry
point into a dialogue
that began hundreds of
years ago about the role
of beauty and history in
modern religion.
“Worship is not just
about learning facts
about God, but about
having a particular experience,” Abbott sad.
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INDOOR TRACK

MEN’S LACROSSE

MARCH 30

at

COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
INVITATIONAL

vs

OBERLIN COLLEGE

APRIL 2

at

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 7-6

WOOSTER, OHIO
MEN 3ND, WOMEN 6TH

WOMEN’S TENNIS

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

MARCH 30

WITTENBERG UNIVERSITY

APRIL 3

at

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
L 13-15

DENISON UNIVERSITY

GRANVILLE, OHIO
L 4-5

Lords baseball struggles against Fighting Scots
K KEVIN PAN
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, the
Lords
baseball
team
played a tough series
against conference opponent the College of
Wooster. The Lords entered the series 11-3, but
dropped the first two
games 6-11 and 3-11 on
Friday, March 29. They
bounced back the next
day, however, taking the
first game 9-1 before letting a lead go late in the
second game in a 3-5 loss.
“We were right there
with Wooster the whole
weekend, and I think we
have just as much, if not
more talent, on our team
than they do,” Nate Lotze ’14 said. “Although we
would have liked to win
the series, the weekend
was good for us because it
highlighted some areas we
need to continue developing, and provided our
younger guys with valuable experience that will

help them in big spots
throughout the rest of the
season. On Friday, we got
a decent amount of offense but just allowed a
couple big innings that
put things out of reach.”
In the first game of
Saturday’s doubleheader,
Josh Jacobvitz ’15 pitched
a gem. He threw a complete game one-hitter,
striking out four batters
en route to his second victory of the year. Kyle Hardacker ’15 and Sam Gillespie ’16 finished out the
game with two RBIs each.
“I thought we played
much better on Saturday.
Jacobvitz and [Michael]
Jeffers [’15] both pitched
tremendous games, and
unfortunately we couldn’t
execute enough towards
the end of the second
game to pull out the win,”
Lotze said. “The fan support was tremendous, and
it was exciting to have a
big home crowd like that.
Hopefully people will
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Jake Dunn ’15 had two RBIs in the Lords’ Saturday doubleheader split against Wooster.
come down to the field for
our remaining home series.”
The second game was a
duel between both starting pitchers. The Lords
led 1-0 going into the

eighth inning, but the
Scots rallied and won 3-5.
Lords’ pitcher Jeffers went
seven innings, giving up
three hits and only one
run. He also recorded a
career-high seven strike-

Former Lord wins DI title
K NINA ZIMMERMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

In his final year of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
swimming eligibility, Zack Turk ’12
won another swimming national
championship, this time with the
University of Michigan Wolverines
at the NCAA Division I national
championships in Indianapolis, Ind.,
one week after the Lords won their
32nd NCAA Division III national
championship.
Turk swam the freestyle leg of
Michigan’s 200-yard medley relay,
which captured gold in the event in
1:22:27 and set a new NCAA record.
“To still have this opportunity for
me to represent Kenyon College is
something that I’m very honored to
have been able to do, even post graduation,” Turk said.
Turk said the Lords’ win gave
him a huge source of motivation and
inspiration as he trained for his own
national meet. “Watching Kenyon
win this year was truly an exceptional experience for me,” he said. “It
was almost disbelief at how well they
performed and how much of a team
they were.”
A Kenyon delegation was in Indianapolis to support Turk, including former head coach Jim Steen and
current head coach Jessen Book ’01.
Turk said the outpouring of support
from the Kenyon community astonished his current teammates and
speaks to the strength of the Kenyon
bond.

outs. After he departed in the eighth inning,
however, the Scots managed to tie the game. The
Scots had a 3-1 lead after
the inning, but the Lords
fought back and tied the

Women’s tennis
pounds Polar Bears
The Ladies beat Ohio
Northern University
9-0 before losing to
Denison University 4-5.
K NINA ZIMMERMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

WALT MIDDLETON

Zack Turk ’12 helped the University of Michigan win a national title.
“A lot of my teammates were joking that I might have had more supporters than most teams at the actual
meet,” he said. “There were about 20
current and former Lords and Ladies
that came and showed their support, which was seriously amazing.
It’s been a year since I’ve seen most
of these people and they’re still going
to come out and show their support
[and that] meant everything.”
Though the Wolverines won the
Big Ten conference championship
earlier this year and were seeded to
win the national title before the meet,
Turk said the team’s focus remained
on the little things, like being competitive and executing good swims, a
mentality similar to that of the Lords
during their championship meet.
“Prior to the meet our goal wasn’t
to win, it was to finish top three, be-

cause Michigan had not won since
1995 and a top-three finish would
have been the top finish in almost 20
years,” Turk said.
With three national championships to his name, numerous individual national titles and no more
swimming in his immediate future,
Turk said he is grateful to have had
the experience of swimming both as
a Lord and then later as a Wolverine.
“Swimming can teach you lessons, and then you can take these
lessons and apply them to life,” Turk
said. “I think that the idea of achieving something so much greater than
yourself, [such as] being a national
champion, obviously you cannot do
that by yourself, and being able to be
on a team really is a bond that … I
was fortunate enough to share at Kenyon and at Michigan.”

game back up. Wooster
reclaimed the lead in the
top of the ninth, and in
the bottom half of the inning the Lords were unable to reclaim the lead
despite getting runners on
first and second with nobody out.
“Our goal is to improve each weekend and
put ourselves in position
to host the first round of
playoffs, and then advance
to [the playoffs], where
anything can happen,”
Lotze said. “We want
to be playing our best
baseball at the end of the
season when it counts the
most. We have a special
group of guys, and as long
as we keep working we
have the chance to accomplish some big things.”
The Lords are 1-3
in conference play and
12-6 overall. They travel
to Oberlin College this
weekend to take on the
Yeomen in a four-game
conference series.

The Ladies tennis team
continued its dominant season
by freezing the Ohio Northern University Polar Bears
9-0 on Tuesday, April 2. The
Ladies have now won both of
their home matches, and are
5-2 overall.
Amy Schlessman ’13 beat
the Polar Bears’ Michelle
Tuma 6-0 and 6-1 at No. 1
singles, while Taylor Diff ley
’16 came out on top with 7-5
and 6-1 in the No. 2 singles
match. The two teamed up in
the No. 1 doubles match, defeating Tuma and her partner,
Rachael Miller, 8-1.
Amanda Polster ’13 beat
Kristin Cellentani 7-6, 8-10,
6-2 at No. 3 singles, and Lydia Winkler ’13 followed her
with a 6-2, 6-1 win at No. 4
singles.
Rounding out the bottom
of the lineup, Lauren Hoffman ’16 and Samantha Murphy ’16 won at No. 5 and No.
6 singles, respectively.
The Ladies also dominated

doubles play. Another seniorfreshman duo, Polster and
Madison Hoffman ’16, won
the No. 2 doubles match 8-3.
In No. 3 doubles, Murphy and
Abigail Younger ’15 defeated
the Polar Bears’ pair 8-5.
The Ladies took on chief
rival Denison University on
April 4 in Granville, hoping
to keep up their strong play.
Unfortunately, the Ladies lost
to the Big Red by a close score
of 4-5.
This weekend, the Ladies,
along with Ohio Northern,
will head to Hope College in
Holland, Mich. to participate
in the Great Lakes College
Association Championship.
Other schools participating
in the event are Albion College, Kalamazoo College and
Oberlin College.
The Lords look to keep
bouncing off of the momentum they created earlier in the
season by winning the Intercollegiate Tennis Association
indoor championship in February.
Their next match is scheduled for this Saturday, April 6
against Case Western Reserve
University at 3:00 p.m. at the
Jasper Tennis Center in Gambier.
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Lords lacrosse comes from behind to beat Oberlin
K ALEX PIJANOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

Saturday, March 30 was a
beautiful day, but the forecast
looked grim for the Kenyon
men’s lacrosse team as they
headed into the second half
of their game against Oberlin College at McBride Field.
A rapid succession of goals by
Oberlin left the Lords with a
four-goal deficit at the half.
The four-game winning streak
Kenyon had cranked out in the
past weeks seemed in jeopardy.
“Man-up pulled it out for
us offensively,” Head Coach
Doug Misarti said. Man-up is
a situation similar to a power
play in ice hockey, which occurs when a penalty forces a
player from one team to sit out
for a certain period of time.
During that player’s absence,
the opposing team may take
advantage of a deficit in the
number of defenders and attack its opponent’s goal.
Defender Rob Wennemer
’13 said, “The team as a whole
rallied around that man-up offense.” He also pointed to lategame heroics by Nicky Lenard
’15, who scored the winning
goal despite his limited playing time because of injuries.
Wennemer said that Lenard
“brought new life to our offense. He was dodging hard,
finding the back of the net,
and really helped us out.”
The Lords are now riding a
five-game win streak, but get-

COURTESY OF MARTIN FULLER

Nicky Lenard ’15 (17) scored once and Trey Trudell ’16 (3) scored twice in the Lords’ 7-6 win over Oberlin.
ting to this point has certainly been no easy task. Misarti
said that, since the beginning
of the season, the team’s offensive prowess has been “disrupted” by injuries to some of
its key players.
Through the first five
games of the season, the Lords
owned a 1-4 record, which included a heartbreaking 7-11
loss to Franklin & Marshall
College. Despite these challenges, many players have
stepped up to compensate for

the absence of star players like
Lenard and Will Lowe ’14.
Even so, Misarti said, “That’s
sports — guys are going to
get hurt, and you have to find
ways to win.”
Also helping to lessen the
impact of these injuries is the
fact that many first-year players, like starting goalie Patrick
Shevelson and face-off specialist Jared Jacobs, have excelled.
Unfazed by its poor start,
the team remains a playoff
hopeful, and has practiced and
Paid Advertisement

played hard to make it a reality. After taking the past five
games, the team now has a
6-4 overall record, as well as a
2-0 record in conference play,
which places it firmly in contention for postseason action.
Wennemer said that there is
an unusual amount of parity
in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) this year,
which leaves no clear frontrunner in the conference.
The Lords will travel to
Ohio Wesleyan University

(OWU) on April 5 at 7:30 p.m.
Misarti expects the game to be
a close one, but he thinks the
Lords can win.
“If we can play four quarters
like we played the final quarter Saturday, we’re going to be
in a great game against those
guys,” Misarti said.
“In order for us to win this
game against Ohio Wesleyan,”
Wemmemer said, “we’re going to have to put together a
full 60 minutes of execution,
hard play, communication. All
the factors that we’ve shown
throughout the season, we really need to pull them together
for a full 60 minutes. If we go
hard for the full game, we’ll
come out with a victory.”
Kenyon will face Denison
University at home on April
10. Every remaining game
in the season pits the Lords
against NCAC opponents, so
doing well is essential to making the playoffs.
“As we go down this final stretch of the season, we
need to focus on executing
within our systems and further strengthening the chemistry among our players,”
Wennemer said. “If we are able
to do those things, we have a
shot to do some great things,
in both the North Coast Athletic Conference tournament
and, hopefully, the NCAA
[National Collegiate Athletic
Association] tournament as
well.”
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Ladies sweep Oberlin and split with Wittenberg
K ESTEBAN BACHELET
STAFF WRITER

Softball Head Coach Erin
O’Neill started the 2011 season with just nine players and
could barely field a team. A
year later, an influx of first
years provided the program
with a much-needed boost.
By the start of the 2013 season, 14 of 18 Ladies were either first years or sophmores.
“We’ve built a program
over the last three years,”
O’Neill said. “We’ve gone
through a growing process
together.” In other words, the
Ladies have found that elusive
balance between youth and
experience.
After sweeping Oberlin
College in a doubleheader last
Saturday and splitting another doubleheader against Wittenberg University on Tuesday, the Ladies have improved
to 15-6 overall and 3-1 in the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC), surpassing
last year’s win total of 13.
“We didn’t have high expectations,” O’Neill said.
“We were picked to finish
ninth out of nine in the conference.”
The Ladies have pushed
themselves into contention.
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Chelsea Delaney ’15 hit two home runs in the Ladies’ victory over Wittenberg University on April 3.
O’Neill understands the reality in staying grounded, however. “We still have a lot more
to prove,” she said. “I think
the girls are playing with a
chip on their shoulder, which
is good.”
The Oberlin sweep featured skilled batting combined with fantastic pitching,
as the Ladies beat the Yeowomen 8-3 in the first game

and 15-6 in the second. “We
had a ton of hits from a lot
of different people,” O’Neill
said.
The Ladies got 30 hits and
scored 23 runs over the course
of the two games, with 12 in
the first game and 18 more
during the second game. Senior Emily Prehoda was particularly impressive, scoring
three runs and driving in four.

O’Neill attributed the Ladies’ success against Oberlin
to confidence and clutch hitting. “When we had runners
in scoring position and two
outs, we had people coming
up with the big hit to drive in
the runs,” she said. “Thinking
that you are going to hit, expecting to hit, and knowing
that you can hit: I think we
demonstrated that confidence

on Saturday.”
Superb pitching helped
as well. Maddy Stark ’15
pitched all 14 innings of the
games against Oberlin, giving up a total of 13 runs and
striking out 17 batters. She is
now 10-1 and earned a second NCAC pitching award
this week.
“Our pitching was very
good,” O’Neill said. “We had

15

one bad inning in the second
game. But other than that,
defensively we made the plays
we were supposed to make.”
Against Wittenberg, the
Ladies jumped to an early 3-0
lead in the first inning, but
failed to keep it intact. By the
fifth inning, the Tigers had
rallied to a 4-3 lead, and they
went on to beat the Ladies
7-4. The second game was a
different story. After going
0-4 in the first game, Chelsea
Delaney ’15 came alive at the
plate, smashing a homer in
the first that put the Ladies
up 2-0. Her second homer, a
three-run shot, extended the
lead to 8-1. The Ladies held
off a five-run surge by the Tigers to finish the game 8-6.
O’Neill sees good things
ahead for her team. “[The first
games of the season in] Florida really prepared us and I
think we are playing our best
softball right now,” O’Neill
said. “We are in the swing of
things.”
The Ladies will face nonconference opponent Otterbein University on April 5
in Gambier before returning
to NCAC play the following
day at Ohio Wesleyan University.

Track places second and sixth Women’s lacrosse
loses to Wittenberg
K REED DICKERSON
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, March 30, the Kenyon Outdoor Track and Field team
competed at the College of Wooster,
where the Lords took second with
104 points and the Ladies took sixth
with 55 points.
The two teams are still transitioning from the indoor track season, according to Peter Granville ’16. “It’s
still the beginning of the season. This
was only our third meet,” he said.
“And so we’re still thinking about everything that happened during the
indoor season and transitioning outward.”
The women’s team came away
with one top finish, two second-place
finishes and a lone third-place finish.
Alexia Derkasch ’13 took first in the
400-meter dash, beating Ashland
University’s Abby Stock by 1.39 seconds with a time of 59.05. Her time
just skirted the school record of 59.04
seconds set by E. Ann Batchelder in
1983. The Ladies placed second in
two events: Leah Jacques ’13 in the
400-meter hurdles with a time of
1:08.47, and Casey Brumback ’16 in
the triple high jump with a height of
9.99 meters. Finally, Hildy Joseph ’13
finished third in the 5K run with a
time of 20:07.58.
On the men’s side, Carlo Gagliardo ’13 finished third in the outdoor 200-meter dash with a time of
22.25 seconds, breaking the previous
school record of 22.34 set in 1981 by
Fred Berand. Gagliardo also holds
the records for the indoor 60-meter
dash, the indoor 200-meter dash and
4x200-meter relay as part of the team.
“I was feeling good, I had been

After riding a threegame win streak, the
Ladies lost a close
nail-biter to Wittenberg University 13-15.
K NINA ZIMMERMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

COURTESY OF MARTIN FULLER

Carlo Gagliardo ’13 broke the Kenyon record in the 200-meter dash.
training pretty hard the week before,
and I had it in my head that I wanted
to break that record at the Wooster
meet, and it just turned out to happen that way. … [the record] was set
in 1981, [and] I really wanted to take
that off the board,” Gagliardo said.
“I’d like to get the 100-meter record
as well, that’d give me every sprint record in the school.”
In other events, Granville took
second in the 3,000-meter steeplechase with a time of 10:38.28, finishing a mere five seconds behind Scott
Ackerman of Ashland. Brett Williams ’13 also finished second in both
field events, with a 45.58-meter-long
throw in the javelin toss and a high
jump height of 1.78 meters. The Kenyon 4x100-meter relay team of Jake
Fishbein ’13, Kye Duren ’16, Joey

Cordle ’14 and Gagliardo stole second
place out from under Ashland’s nose
by a margin of 0.19 seconds with a
time of 44.24 seconds. Finally, Noah
Winters ’15 ran two top-five individual performances, in the 400- meter
with a time of 50.62 seconds, and the
200-meter dash with a time of 22.84,
taking third and fourth in both respectively.
“We have a pretty good team this
year, and we might be able to make
a run at Conference,” Gagliardo said.
“We just want to continue to make
strides. It’s still pretty early in the season, so we just want to stay healthy
and get the best times we can.”
The Lords and Ladies will compete next at the Marv Frye Invitational, hosted at Ohio Wesleyan University on April 6.

Despite an early lead, the
Ladies had their three-game
win streak snapped with a
close 13-15 loss to Wittenberg
University on Tuesday, April
2 in Springfield, Ohio. The
team’s record now stands at
4-2 overall and 1-1 in the conference.
In their previous three outings, the Ladies outscored
their opponents 49-22, going undefeated since spring
break. On Tuesday, the Tigers
got on the board first, scoring
two goals within the first five
minutes of play.
The
Ladies
responded
quickly with three goals of
their own, two from Amy
Morgan ’14 and an unassisted
shot from Alex Bair ’14.
The two teams fought back
and forth in scoring for the remainder of the half, and the
Ladies had an 8-6 edge when
the buzzer rang.
But Wittenberg started the
second half with four straight
goals and despite goals by Em-

ily Nichols ’13, Leah Sack ’13
and Ansen Burr ’16, the Ladies could not regain the lead.
Nichols led the team in
scoring in the game, netting
four goals. She leads the Ladies in goals scored overall
this season with 24. Sack also
contributed two goals and four
assists.
“I think we worked really
hard in a very close game,”
Marissa Henderson ’13, a
team captain, said. “We were
winning at the half and I really think it was a game we
could have won and it was very
close. And we’ll definitely see
them again in the [conference]
tournament.”
The Ladies are scheduled
to play two home games this
weekend, first against conference opponent Ohio Wesleyan University on Saturday,
April 6 at 1:00 p.m., and then
against non-conference North
Central College at 11:00 a.m.
Kenyon and Ohio Wesleyan
have identical conference records, though the Ladies have
won more games overall. Henderson said she thinks the Ladies’ chances this season are
good.
“We’re really excited and I
think we have a really great
team this year,” she said. “I
think we can definitely go
very far.”
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GOING PRO

Williams ’13 finds
pro football gig in
Germany
K GABRIEL BRISON-TREZISE
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

In January, Brett Williams ’13 capped off his extraordinary f inal collegiate
football season by signing a
professional contract with
the Osnabrück Tigers of the
German Football League 2
(GFL2).
After back-to-back winless seasons, the Lords went
6-4 this fall, their best f inish since 2005. In September, Williams was named the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Player of
the Week after rushing for
194 yards in the Lords’ victory over Earlham College,
their f irst win in 25 contests.
These achievements landed the Lords much media
recognition and Williams an
interview on ESPN’s show
UNITE.
Rushing for 1,027 yards
over the course of the fall,
Williams became only the
eighth Lord to accumulate
over 1,000 yards in a season.
He was also responsible for
nearly 150 receiving yards
and seven touchdowns, anchoring the Lords’ offense
and giving the team its f irst
legitimate shot at winning
the NCAC since before he
enrolled in 2009.
“Going into the season we
as a senior class and a team

“
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After four seasons as a Lord, Brett Williams ’13 will be playing professional football in Germany.

I I never got to go abroad, so this is basically my
abroad experience, except I’m getting paid for it.

Brett Williams ’13

were very hopeful. We had a
lot of conf idence in the new
coaching staff and it was expected that we would do
well,” said Williams. He also
noted his appreciation for the
team’s supporters. “The attention just from the student
body, the faculty, just the Kenyon community, was something that was really special,”
he said.
Williams’ brother-in-law,
a native German who has
played for several clubs in the
country, helped spark the senior’s interest in playing overseas.
“I didn’t feel I was necessarily done playing football,
so I talked to [Head Coach
Chris] Monf iletto, and I
asked if he knew how to facilitate this happening,” Williams said.
His talks with Monf iletto
led Williams to join what he
described as a “social network ” for aspiring pro-football players.
The day after he created
his prof ile, the Tigers, whose
home is a city of 165,000 in
northwestern Germany, contacted him.
“It was pretty clear off the

bat that they wanted to sign
me,” Williams said. Hammering out a contract took
some time, though. The team
was hoping to f ly Williams
over in early spring to begin
training for the season’s start,
which is in late May. This
arrangement, however, conf licted with his plans to complete his last semester at Kenyon and graduate.
“Initially they were talking about getting me over in
March, … so that was an issue from the start,” Williams
said.
Placated by the fact that
Williams cross-trains in the
form of running track, the
Tigers eventually relented,
and Williams now plans to f ly
over shortly after May 18, the
date of commencement. He is
preparing for the season by
following a football-oriented workout regimen, and he
also hopes to study the team’s
playbook before he departs in
May.
The GFL2 is Germany’s
second most elite American
football league, but teams
that perform well enough can
be promoted to the top-tier
GFL.

Both leagues limit the
number of foreign players to
just a few per team, ostensibly
to encourage more Germans
to play and to prevent richer
teams from being able to sign
more imported players, which
could give them a major advantage. The foreigners who
do play, however, appear to be
integral parts of their teams.
“They bring the Americans
in for the team to be better but
also to help with the German
players and learning football
more, because they’re really
trying to make it a point of
emphasis to really learn how
to play the game from people
who’ve experienced it their
whole lives,” Williams said.
Monf iletto likened the
caliber of the GFL2 teams to
that of a collegiate DivisionIII all-star team. He added
that “[Williams] was a really
good player in our league and
we think that we play in one
of the top f ive Division III
conferences in the country, so
I think that he’ll do f ine over
there.”
Williams is also conf ident about his prospects. “I’ve
played with just about every
imaginable football scheme,”
he said. His deep gameplay
knowledge, coupled with his
experience overcoming Kenyon’s long losing streak, have
convinced Williams that he is

“ready for anything, footballwise.”
Reaching the National
Football League (NFL) was
never a realistic goal, he concedes. Ted Stanley, Kenyon’s
head coach through 2011
and now an assistant coach at
Utah’s Weber State University, said Williams didn’t have
the right “genetic f it” for the
NFL.
He added, though, that
Williams is “dedicated, works
hard, pays attention to his
craft, pays attention to the
details, and is a smart guy, so
he’s able to do things that a
lot of other players can’t.”
Although many members
of the Tigers team know
English, Williams is hoping to pick up some German,
too. “I’ve had a lot of players
friend me on Facebook and
welcome me [in] broken English,” he said.
While he plans to make the
most of his time in Germany,
Williams, an English major,
also hopes to attend graduate
school within the next several years. “I think this will be
a one-shot deal. If it’s more,
that would be awesome, but I
have other goals I have set for
myself,” he said.
“I never got to go abroad,
so this is basically my abroad
experience, except I’m getting
paid for it.”

